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Executive Summary

Purpose of this Study

Education for All has led to a significant increase in the number of students completing primary education in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). It has also created tremendous demand for secondary education. This “highway” between primary and tertiary education faces many challenges worldwide. Largely designed in the developed world in the 19th and early 20th centuries, and transported to the developing world, secondary education is not well aligned with 21st century needs and purposes. Economies that are increasingly ‘knowledge-driven’ need workers with extensive knowledge, developed skills and increasingly, the creativity and flexibility of an entrepreneur. Governments worldwide are experimenting with different ways of tracing and dividing the secondary highway into shorter or longer routes, with a more or less academic or vocational emphasis, with more or less involvement from the private sector. No single solution prevails for balancing the requirements of this knowledge economy with equally legitimate concerns for educational equity and a high quality of education services. As greater numbers of SSA primary school leavers seek to make the transition to secondary education, SSA governments must evaluate their secondary education governance, management, and accountability practices to ensure they can meet student and societal needs.

Definition of Terms

Governance, defined in different ways in the literature, in this report will address (i) the structure and function of the secondary systems as a whole, (ii) the legislative and regulatory framework for education provision and governance (ii) the structure, roles and responsibilities of the central education ministry and its decentralized offices; and (iii) the local steering mechanisms for secondary schools (e.g., Boards of Governors and parent-teacher associations). Management covers the processes and practices established by legislation or through practice to realize educational objectives at the level of the school and the community. Accountability refers to the processes by which the education system holds itself responsible for delivering the appropriate services and meeting its goals for educating students.

Trends Influencing Secondary Education in sub-Saharan Africa

Internationally, many reforms in secondary education are being provoked by the incompatibility between a secondary education system developed in an industrial 19th century and the demands of a technological 21st century. The growing demand for education and the pressure for greater access, equity, and quality are also provoking education reforms. These pressures for change are affecting the governance, management, and accountability of secondary education. International trends and their effects on SSA can be summarized as follows.

Education of All (EFA): The EFA agenda has had a tremendous impact on secondary education: first by increasing the demand for secondary education and second by competing for precious resources necessary to expand and improve the quality of the secondary education system.
Demands of Globalization. The workplace in a globalizing world is demanding knowledge, skills and competencies such as problem-solving and the ability to analyze and apply information. It is also demanding expertise in information and communication technology (ICT). In consequence, ministries are reviewing and changing the objectives, structure, and curriculum of secondary education. Their struggle is to adapt an industrial model of secondary education to a modern world.

More Years of Education. More people are going to school longer worldwide, and the duration of basic, compulsory education is lengthening. The number of years of secondary education is also increasing to accommodate the explosion of new knowledge produced by rapidly developing technologies. Some SSA governments are extending free basic education, but no SSA governments provide universal free secondary education. The demand for more education has raised questions about the governance, management and accountability of the education system: What should the structure, content and objectives of secondary education be? How should teachers be trained for a modern secondary education? How should student learning be measured? What is the best way to manage a decentralized education system? How does information get produced and transmitted through the system to inform policy choices? Must the secondary system remain centralized or could regional solutions be managed? How much autonomy should schools have?

Demands for Greater Accountability. Civil society and governments are demanding that secondary education systems be accountable in a number of ways. People in the system need to be held accountable for accomplishing their assigned tasks, whether they are ministry staff, principals, teachers, parents, or students. The system should be accountable for ensuring students learn and for reporting to parents and the community on the status of that learning. In SSA, as pressure builds to ensure that children possess the skills they need to join the labor force, accountability mechanisms will extend beyond the high-stakes end-of-cycle examination results to other forms of student assessment and may well include such things as PTA reports on teacher attendance and reports on financial expenditures to the community. Clearly designated channels for public voice are essential for accountability, and government responsiveness to public opinion and demands will become increasingly important as the public has more, transparent information on which to judge education services.

Private-public Partnerships. Secondary education is a public good provided by governments and the private sector. Some parents pay for private secondary schools; others invest in private tutoring for their public school children; some private secondary schools receive government subsidies; vouchers allow some parents to take their taxes to the school of their choice. In SSA, secondary education is a public-private partnership. The balance of the partnership can change as demand for secondary education increases and as demands for equity change. Governments will become responsible for the accountability of private schools as they expand the provision of quality secondary education.
Governance of Secondary Education

“There is no single model of effective governance in secondary education [but there are] four common basic elements in countries that have a long tradition of state provision of … good secondary education: transparent, well-known regulations; a sharp definition of responsibilities … of different levels of government; strong public management; precise definition of outcomes and measurement of results” (Ahmed, 2000, p. 5). Governance must ensure that roles and responsibilities at different levels are aligned and communicated to avoid overlaps or gaps in responsibility and maximize coherence. Governance issues span all levels of an education system from the central ministry to the secondary school.

Public secondary education in SSA is not free or compulsory, and it certainly is not universal. Eligible students compete to move from small primary schools to large regional public secondary schools. The duration of secondary education varies across SSA, but usually totals seven years.¹ Secondary education may be general (academic) or vocational and typically prepares students either for tertiary education or the labor market. The academic and vocational tracks diverge, often after primary school, and do not reconverge. This stark separation contrasts with trends towards the convergence of general and vocational secondary education and training in other parts of the world (World Bank, 2005, p. 13).

There is no ideal configuration for a ministry of education. The tradition of highly centralized governments in SSA has concentrated governance functions in central ministries. The ongoing process of decentralization is distributing responsibilities slowly, but the local levels remain largely dependent on provincial or district education offices and have little autonomy. Responsibility for teacher training, deployment, and evaluation typically remains centralized in semi-autonomous government agencies, complicating local school management and accountability.

Most SSA governments have set general goals for secondary schools, such as ‘producing productive citizens.’ To achieve this goal, they offer secondary education to a limited number of students made eligible through a high-stakes end-of-cycle examination, and allow the private sector to offer education to others. Education reforms in SSA might benefit from education reforms in other countries. In the early 20th century United States, “the advent of a new economy… increased the demand for a small cadre of scientists and engineers, for a larger workforce of bureaucrats and public administrators… [and for] skilled and educated labor;” in post-World War II Europe, the elitist secondary education system changed under the duress of international competition …; in East Asia, … Japan, Republic of Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan (China) adopted education policies to increase access and equity, concentrating “on vocational education in upper secondary school … then shift[ing] to a more general curriculum” (Ahmed, 2000, p. 5). The need for “producing such non-cognitive skills as creativity, spontaneity, flexibility and entrepreneurship, in great demand in the productive sector” (Ahmed, 2000, p. 5) has affected secondary education reforms worldwide.

¹ The mode of seven years in Africa is one of the highest of all regions: East Asia and the Pacific (6) Eastern Europe and Central Asia (7), LAC (5), the Middle East and North Africa (6), S. Asia (5), EU and US (6). See Table 1.3, Duration of Secondary Education Cycles by Region in Ahmed, 2000, p. 10.
Governance Issues and Recommendations

- Secondary education policies need to clearly define the objectives of upper and lower, general and vocational secondary education. These definitions should lead to legislation and a regulatory framework that address the duration of secondary education, the pathways between general and vocational secondary education and between upper and lower secondary education, and ultimately on the relationship of secondary education and the labor market.
- All decisions concerning secondary education must be informed by data about the secondary education system’s current performance. Without comprehensive, accurate data, policymaking can be unduly influenced by personal biases of ministers of education or senior civil servants, vested interests of school owners or teacher unions, and anecdotal evidence offered by business interests, journalists and politicians. Student performance data, if it is sufficiently detailed, can point to strengths and weaknesses in curriculum areas, show how intended curricula are implemented in schools, and highlight differences due to gender, rural-urban location, or performance at different times of the year. Such information could be used to improve curriculum design, teacher training, and the allocation of resources (Kellaghan & Greaney, 2003, p. 6-7).
- Effective education for the 21st century may require students to have a longer period of general education before specializing, clear pathways into and out of vocational training, and coordinated opportunities for school learning and apprenticeships in the labor force.
- The provision of information and communication technology in secondary schools is costly and requires a number of conditions that are not always satisfied (e.g., stable supply of electricity, training, computer maintenance). Private-public partnerships are likely to provide some solutions to the need to incorporate such technology more effectively in secondary schools.
- Responsibility for secondary education is not always clearly designated in central ministries. This leads to confusion in provincial or district education offices and in schools about who is responsible for what, where, and when.
- The process of decentralization could leave central education ministries responsible for policy, planning and finance and give responsibility for management to regional offices, but to succeed, all levels of the hierarchy need to understand their responsibilities and be held accountable.
- The presence of a relatively autonomous teacher service commission tends to confuse lines of authority regarding teachers. If secondary school heads are expected to improve the quality of education in their schools, they need more leverage with respect to managing teachers.
- Private schools need to be regulated by SSA governments and held accountable for meeting the regulations.

Local Management of Secondary Education

Local management structures generally consist of a school’s board of governors and parent-teacher association (PTA). Each of these bodies can have a significant impact on the quality of schooling offered, if they understand and embrace their roles. Unfortunately, many boards of governors are appointed and do not necessarily hold credentials in education. Many PTAs are
recognized as entities that can supply funds to schools but are not given the voice they need to make a difference to the academic side of education. A secondary school head is responsible to each of these groups and serves as the school’s central authority figure. He or she needs the mandate and management skills to oversee academic and financial tasks within the school and also needs the ability to present information to the local governing bodies in a manner that can persuade them to act in support of quality education.

Management Issues and Recommendations

- Management processes must clearly follow from educational objectives and specified lines of authority. The processes must help to avoid overlaps in responsibility and gaps in information.
- All staff must be informed and trained to carry out their roles and responsibilities.
- Management monitoring mechanisms must be defined and function. For example, the management processes that ensure that data circulates among the different education offices can act to inform and strengthen partnerships (central-local government, private-public) and ensure accountability.
- Clear procedures and the means to implement them must exist for the collection and transmission of school data through the levels of management so that information reaches the highest authorities and can serve as a basis for decision-making and policy-making.
- Selection of staff, including school leaders, should be based on competence rather than on seniority or political affiliation.

Accountability for Secondary Education

Accountability should exist at all levels of an education system. Ministry staff at all levels need to be accountable for meeting the requirements of their jobs; the education system should be accountable for educating students to a defined level of competency; and the system should be financially and academically accountable to parents and the community for doing its job. These three forms of accountability may be described as follows: ‘upwards accountability’ refers to the process of reporting to those above school management in the education hierarchy; ‘downwards accountability’ to an obligation that the school hierarchy has to learners, and ‘outwards accountability’ to the responsibility the school system has to community members. So, accountability pertains to all education providers for the education service that they provide to the public.

Accountability Issues and Recommendations

- Education systems need clearly defined reporting relationships, so all levels of the hierarchy know what information should be sent to what other parties on what schedule.
- Secondary education policy must have clear educational objectives and standards and include a mechanism for measuring whether student learning is meeting the standards. National assessments need to be introduced to provide relevant data about student learning.
- The roles of the inspector should be clearly defined, and the resources needed to effectively carry out those roles make available.
• Teacher accountability should be assessed by inspectors against clearly defined standards.
• Information management system must be put in place and used for decision making throughout the system.
• Defined, recognized channels must exist for the government to inform the public about education quality at every level, the progress of students, the policies under consideration, and the expenditure of funds. Parents and community members must receive the support they need to ensure that they can analyze the financial and academic information.
• Channels must also exist to allow the public to voice its opinions. Procedures must then be in place to ensure government responsiveness to public voice.

Private Secondary Schools

Because so much of secondary education in SSA is carried out by private institutions, it is critical that governments set education policies that apply to all secondary schools, include divisions within the ministry to govern private schools, and hold these schools accountable for meeting specified standards. However, when ministries are stretched to the limit with their attempts at accountability within the public system, private institutions often escape accountability.

Private School Issues and Recommendations

• Governments need to establish regulatory frameworks that facilitate the licensing and accountability of private schools to deliver quality education
• Private schools must be monitored to ensure they are meeting the required standards.
• Mechanisms to encourage accountability should be designed, and could include making student assessment results public, aiding the creation of associations for private schools that may monitor their members, and creating participatory structures (e.g., boards of governors or parent-teacher associations) for private secondary schools like those in public schools.
### Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APU</td>
<td>Academic Production Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BESSIP</td>
<td>Basic Education sub-Sector Investment Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOG</td>
<td>Board of Governors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>\textit{Brevet de technicien}, first technical training degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP</td>
<td>\textit{Certificat d’aptitude professionnel}, second technical training degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEM</td>
<td>\textit{Collège d’enseignement moyen}, Junior Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFA</td>
<td>West African community currency pegged to French franc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>Comprehensive School Reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoE</td>
<td>Department of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEB</td>
<td>District Education Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEO</td>
<td>District Education Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIS</td>
<td>Education Management Information System Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERNWACA</td>
<td>Education Research Network for West and Central Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>Education Standards Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GER</td>
<td>Gross Enrolment Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSEB</td>
<td>High School Education Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information and Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFMIS</td>
<td>Integrated Financial Management Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSSLE</td>
<td>Junior Secondary School Leaving Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KESSP</td>
<td>Kenya Education Sector Support Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIE</td>
<td>Kenya Institute of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTSC</td>
<td>Kenya Teacher Service Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAC</td>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOE</td>
<td>Ministry of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOEST</td>
<td>Ministry of Education, Sports, and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLC</td>
<td>Open Learning Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDEF</td>
<td>\textit{Programme Décennal d’éducation et de formation} \newline (Ten-year Education and Training Program)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEB</td>
<td>Provincial Education Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEO</td>
<td>Provincial Education Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PISA</td>
<td>Program for International Student Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRSP</td>
<td>Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTA</td>
<td>Parent-teacher Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETS</td>
<td>Public Expenditure Tracking System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAGA</td>
<td>Semi-autonomous government agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM</td>
<td>Shared Decision-Making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP</td>
<td>School Development Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEIA</td>
<td>Secondary Education in Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGB</td>
<td>School Governing Board or School Governing Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIP</td>
<td>School Improvement Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC</td>
<td>School Management Committee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SMT  School Management Team
TESSIP  Technical Education sub-Sector Investment Program
TIMSS  Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study
TSC  Teaching Service Commission
TVET  Technical and Vocational Education and Training
WSE  Whole School Evaluation
I. Introduction

This study was undertaken for the World Bank’s Secondary Education in Africa (SEIA) initiative by the American Institutes for Research (AIR). The study was designed jointly by AIR and Khulisa Management Services in South Africa. AIR developed the literature review and data collection protocols and completed the desk review of Uganda secondary education. Khulisa Management Services supervised the work of researchers in three Sub-Saharan African countries (Senegal, South Africa, and Zambia) who carried out interviews and collected information from a variety of sources to develop the case studies. AIR, in consultation with the World Bank SEIA team and other advisors, finalized the report.

The AIR team was led by Dr. Deborah Glassman with support from Dr. Jane Benbow and drew on many colleagues from ministries, schools and AIR projects in sub-Saharan Africa. Pat Sullivan and Khulisa Management Services oversaw the team responsible for the field research for the three case studies.

Purpose of this Study

Education for All (EFA) has led to a significant increase in the number of students completing primary education in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). It has also created tremendous demand for secondary education and has therefore pushed forward the need for sub-Saharan governments to find effective ways of responding to these demands. The “highway” between primary and tertiary education faces challenges on many levels, not only in SSA. The model and objectives of secondary education largely adhered to in SSA were developed for 19th and early 20th centuries western societies. That model has remained fundamentally unchanged, especially in developing countries which struggle to align secondary education with the market needs of the 21st century. Awareness is growing worldwide that secondary education must provide students with the knowledge, skills and competencies that make them productive in economies that are increasingly ‘knowledge-driven,’ preparing them for both tertiary education and for the labor market. Consequently, governments worldwide are experimenting with different ways of tracing and dividing the secondary highway into shorter or longer routes, with a more or less general academic or vocational emphasis or a synthesis of the two, with more or less involvement from the private sector, and with more or less concern for equipping students with skills for the knowledge economy. Balancing these imperatives with a concern for equity and for the quality of education is not easy, and no single solution will prevail.

As SSA governments seek to ensure that more primary school leavers make the transition to secondary education, they must evaluate their secondary education systems, with a particular look at how they are governed, managed and held accountable. To strengthen them, they must be prepared to undertake coherent, systemic changes. This study, part of the examination of secondary education in SSA, seeks to provide useful input into such decisions about changes.

This report is part of the World Bank SEIA project, which is designed to collect and summarize information on best practices and identify sustainable development plans for expansion and improved quality, equity and efficiency in the delivery of secondary education in SSA. As one of
several thematic studies for the SEIA project, this report focuses on governance, management, and accountability in secondary education.

**Definition of Terms and Scope of the Report**

In this section, we define how this paper addresses governance, management, accountability within secondary education systems in SSA. It is important to clarify how this paper will approach each of these concepts because separating and pulling them apart for analysis is not an easy task. Good governance, management and accountability are an interdependent set of relationships; each depends on the quality of the other for the effective functioning of the system as a whole. Governance can not be good governance without systems of accountability. The same is true for management systems – they must have points of action and systems for holding management accountable. No system established for governance can function without processes and structures for its management. This report therefore draws somewhat artificial lines among the three concepts and how it examines each of those concepts within the framework of this report.

Finally, this definition of terms briefly discusses decentralization as it is so critical to the context in which governance, management and accountability function throughout SSA.

**Governance**

World Bank publications have defined governance as “…the manner in which power is exercised in the management of a country’s economic and social development” (World Bank, 1994, p. xiv). In other discussions, governance is defined as the means by which an activity or a sample of activities is controlled and directed (Glatter, 2005). “Good governance is epitomized by predictable, open and enlightened policy-making, a bureaucracy imbued with a professional ethos acting in furtherance of the public good, the rule of law, transparent processes, and a strong civil society participating in public affairs” (Kruiter, 1995). Regarding the topic of this paper, “There is no explicit agreement on how to define education governance. There is an implicit assumption, however, that governance refers to the “machinery of government – that is, what the ministry of education and education offices do…” (World Bank, 2005, p. 167).

In the developed world, “(t)here is no single model of effective governance in secondary education” that might be taken as a model for SSA, “(but there are) four common basic elements in countries that have a long tradition of state provision of compulsory secondary education and…reasonable success in providing most…young people with good secondary education” (World Bank, 2002, p. 168).

These include “transparent, well-known regulations; a sharp definition of responsibilities…of different levels of government; strong public management; precise definition of outcomes and measurement of results” (World Bank, 2005, p. 168).

Governance must ensure that roles and responsibilities at different levels be aligned or at least coordinated and communicated to avoid overlaps or gaps in responsibility and maximize coherence. There are many dimensions to education governance, (World Bank, 2005, p. 168) which spans all levels of an education system. Selecting from these definitions, the discussion of
governance in this report focuses on three major topics: How secondary education is defined and structured in selected countries of SSA, what the major policies shaping the vision for the objectives, governance system, and provision of secondary education in selected SSA countries, and the organization and distribution of roles and responsibilities in the central ministry and decentralized offices located in districts or provincial capitals. Insofar as the data has permitted it, we distinguish between upper and lower secondary education in our discussion.

In this report, governance does not include local structures of school governance; these are instead addressed under “management.” In consequence, management refers to the processes by which local staff – educators in schools and community members in boards of governors and parent-teacher associations – fulfill the roles and responsibilities laid out in policy and legislation. Clearly, if a governance structure is vague or is missing certain elements, it is very difficult for management to function well. If managers are not competent or trained, do not understand their roles, or work under conditions that do not enable them to carry out their responsibilities, no matter how well defined the governance structure is, it cannot function as intended. In practice, then, governance and management are intertwined, even at the local level.

Similarly, governance and accountability often overlap. As cited above, governance includes a “definition of outcomes and a measurement of results.” Within this paper, we are considering these as a part of accountability. So, accountability includes the mechanisms used by a ministry to assess the success of its educational system and issue sanctions if expectations are not met. Schools may be held accountable for the safety of their facilities, the conduct of their teachers, and the learning of their students. Of course, it is difficult to separate accountability from governance and management, as neither the governance structure nor management procedures work well without accountability mechanisms, which ensure that there is some measure of how well the system works, and some feedback which leads to changes in governance and management if the system does not work well.

Management

Management is often defined quite broadly as the processes and practices designed to realize objectives at all levels of the education system: who carries out what responsibilities, how the various parts of the system communicate with each other, and how ‘checks and balances’ work among the levels. In theory, education management includes staff in the central ministry, satellite ministry offices at the provincial and district levels, secondary and vocational school, and in school governing boards and parent-teacher associations. However, within this paper, we specifically address what happens at the local level, leaving ministry management for another day. In its focus on the local level, this paper discusses the responsibilities of secondary school heads, along with their boards of governors and parent-teacher associations.
Accountability

Accountability refers to holding the providers of services answerable to the beneficiaries and other stakeholders regarding both process and outcome of a program. Openness and transparency in management and a participatory approach in planning, making key decisions, and evaluation are necessary conditions of accountability (Ahmed, 2000, p. 225).

Accountability is a transitive activity: someone is accountable to someone else for something. Governments are accountable to their citizens for delivering public goods and services, including education. Accountability in an education system (USAID, 2004) refers to the complex interplay between the service providers and the users, which include students, parents and the broader community. The entire governance and management system from policy makers (Heads of State, ministry officials at all levels, experts) to teachers, from mid-level staff to school leaders can be considered service providers who are accountable.

Accountability has three dimensions. First, education staff is accountable to those in the educational hierarchy above them. School principals must demonstrate to district or provincial education office staff that they are doing their jobs, and they must also show their local board of governors and parent-teacher association that the school is meeting requirements. Similarly, teachers must demonstrate their competence to their principals. Second, educators and education managers are accountable to students who come to the institution with a desire to learn. Educators are obliged to deliver a program of studies that meets students’ needs. Third, the education system is accountable to parents and the community. These adults pay fees for children to be educated, and they should be presented with evidence that learning has occurred, as advertised. They need access to meaningful information and a voice in school management.

Accountability must be addressed as a part of the description of governance, and it must be managed carefully. To function, the accountability system must have a specified chain of command, clearly assigned responsibilities for activities, a mechanism to redress errors, and consequences for failure to meet requirements.

This paper discusses the processes that support upward and downward accountability in the secondary education system and processes designed to ensure internal accountability and accountability for learning outcomes.

Decentralization: The Context of Governance, Management and Accountability

Decentralization is the process whereby a central government assigns roles and responsibilities to lower, more local levels of the system. Since the 1960s, governments worldwide have been decentralizing authority and finances; today the vast majority of developing countries are also engaged in efforts to decentralize. Degrees of decentralization vary as a function of how much responsibility for decision-making and finance are assigned to each administrative level. International experience within the education sector reveals a wide variation in decentralization
designs, ranging from transfers from central to sub-national levels to investing significant authority and responsibilities in schools and local parent-based bodies.

**Box 1. Decentralization**

For decentralized management to effectively support school improvement, changes in responsibility and administrative behavior are required throughout the system. There is a need for an institutional framework for the delivery of education based on empowering communities and officials to participate in educational management to support quality education provision and outcomes. This does not mean a minimal role for central, regional, or local educational administration structures but rather a changed role for different levels and actors. Central governments retain authority over policy-making, financing of education, national curriculum, and overall quality assurance, while passing on day-to-day administrative and management responsibilities to regional, district or school levels to develop and support educational changes. International experience reveals a wide variation in decentralization designs, ranging from transfers from central to sub-national levels as well as to school level… [It] varies from giving school councils or governing bodies limited authority to allocate non-personnel budgets to allowing autonomy under strict performance contracts to almost complete management autonomy (Winkler, 2005).

Virtually all SSA governments have decentralized some responsibility for secondary education, but they have done so to different degrees. The question is whether the degree of decentralization is accompanied by the conditions that enable it to work effectively. Are roles and responsibilities defined at every level? Are competent staff hired to fill positions? Are staff trained to take on their jobs? Has the governance structure avoided overlaps or gaps of responsibility and authority to avoid confusion? Is data created, collected, and transmitted efficiently through the decentralized offices to ensure that decisions can be made based on reliable, transparent information? The examples of governance structures discussed below are decentralized to different degrees; the issue is not whether their arrangements are theoretically ideal, but whether the necessary conditions exist to make the arrangement effective.

The process of decentralization that SSA countries are undergoing affects all of the topics addressed in this paper: The kinds of policies that will be most effective, how power and responsibility to different level of the structure should be assigned, what management structures are most appropriate, and what mechanisms should be used to assure accountability.

---

2 Winkler and Herschberg differentiate degrees of decentralization of administrative, fiscal and political responsibility as deconcentration to regional offices, devolution to regional offices or local administrations, and delegation to schools and/or communities.
Private schools pose special governance, and accountability challenges, which are addressed in this report to the extent that data is available. The use of information and communication technologies constitutes an area of special concern, as ICT is an intrinsic part of the modern world, a necessary tool and a significant element in the globalizing knowledge economy. This report therefore discusses some of the issues related to ICT and its impact on secondary education systems in SSA.

To explore the issues discussed about this report is organized as follows:

- Chapter II examines international trends in secondary education and how they are affecting SSA governments as they manage their secondary education systems.
- Chapters III addresses governance, including the structure of upper and lower secondary education in SSA, the policies of selected SSA Ministries of Education and the distributions of roles and responsibilities at different levels of decentralized management.
- Chapter V addresses management, focusing on school-level management as the place where governance structures and management processes converge. It examines the role of various governance structures for secondary schools and their impact on the management of teachers and of general academic and financial management.
- Chapter VI focuses on accountability and explores its upward, downward, and outward forms. It summarizes the ways both student learning and the general performance of secondary education are currently assessed in SSA.
- Chapter VII addresses the particular issues involved in the governance and accountability of private schools, including their regulation, licensing, and financing.
- Chapter VIII provides a brief discussion of ICT issues as they effective secondary education.
- The final chapter summarizes the discussions in terms of the key issues and suggestions for improvements within educational governance, management and accountability.

The body of published literature from SSA on governance, management and accountability in secondary education is still in its infancy. Therefore, this paper has drawn on literature concerning the concepts of governance, management and accountability in general and pertinent parts of the copious literature on school governance and management from North America, Latin and South America, Europe and Asia. It has also drawn extensively on interviews with actors at different levels of education systems in selected SSA countries to give a voice to the actors on the ground.
II. International Trends Influencing Secondary Education in SSA

Before beginning our discussion of governance, management and accountability of secondary education in SSA it is important to know something of the broader context within which this discussion is taking place. The international trends discussed below are driving much of the need for reform in secondary education throughout the SSA region.

**Education of All (EFA):** The international commitment to basic education for all and free universal primary education that coalesced around the 1990 Jomtien and the 2000 Darkar meeting has driven the policies and financial investments of donors and developing nations alike. The successes of this international movement have addressed many of the equity and quality issues facing developing countries as they expand their educational systems. EFA has thus drastically increased the demand from secondary education while competing with the resources necessary to respond to that demand.

**More Education: Completing Secondary becomes the Norm in Developing Countries**

In almost all OECD countries the level of educational attainment is on the rise. “on average, three-quarters of people born in the 1970’s have gone all the way through secondary school” (OECD, 2005). Secondary schooling is now an essential requirement of successful entry into the labor market. (OECD, 2005)

**More Compulsory Education**

Longer periods of compulsory education are becoming a worldwide norm. Lower secondary education is almost universally compulsory in Asia, North America, Europe, and Australasia. Some SSA countries are extending basic compulsory education. In Mali, basic education is going from six to nine years, in Kenya, Senegal and Zambia, basic education lasts for eight years. Longer basic education allows more time for the consolidation of learning (Holsinger & Cowell, 2000, p. 55).

**More Youth Complete Upper Secondary**

The OECD Education Indicators 2005 show that in almost all OECD countries, the proportion of individuals finishing upper secondary education is growing, often rapidly. In 22 countries, the proportion of the youngest generation now in school ranges from 71 percent to 97 percent. “Many countries with traditionally low levels of education are catching up, and completion of upper secondary almost everywhere has become the norm for youth cohorts” (OECD, 2005, p. 29). The situation is less dynamic in SSA, but the trend is already apparent in lower secondary, where the crush of demand from primary completers is making itself felt. The private market has been able to respond more quickly to this demand than the public education system.

---

3 See Annex 1, duration of lower and upper secondary education.
Transition to a Global Economy

Secondary education worldwide is struggling to accommodate itself to changing needs in a globalizing world and workplace. Employers in the developed world seek employees with knowledge, skills, and the ability to solve problems, and may measure these through assessments. For employers, educators, and the public, the emphasis has shifted from education inputs to education outcomes. International assessments such as the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) reflect this shift from testing curriculum-based learning to testing for pragmatic problem-solving. PISA tests 15-year-old students in many different developed countries on their capacity to solve math, reading, and science problems of the sort that they meet in daily life and will confront in a knowledge economy. The Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) tests knowledge and problem-solving in just two disciplines allowing for outcome comparisons within and across countries. South Africa is the only country in southern or central Africa to have participated in these assessments. The assessments carried out by the Southern and Eastern Africa Consortium for Monitoring Educational Quality (SACMEQ) are of the educational quality of basic, not secondary education.4

ICT, Employment, and Education

Technology is virtually ubiquitous in the workplace in the developed world. Its use is measured in various studies which show, for example, that in Europe, “ICT-skilled employment has generally increased in EU15 countries” (OECD, 2004, p. 218). In Japan, slightly more than 60 percent of jobs in information and research services employ people with ICT skills (OECD, 2004, p. 229). This may be unsurprising, but it points to the connection between information and technology and the need for an ICT-skilled labor force to improve the production of information and knowledge. In the United States, over 30 percent of people working in lumber and building material retailing, for example, use ICT (OECD, 2004, p. 227).

The big question is how to link the need for ICT skills in the workplace with appropriate education, especially when ICT itself is changing quickly and changing what we know very quickly. “Countries can use education policies to ensure that skills needs are satisfied in the long run. However, precisely because they are effective in the long term, they may not be appropriate for supplying specific (and advanced) ICT skills needs, which may change rapidly... While it can be argued that education can satisfy at least basic needs... large investments in computer skills and educational programmes in order to teacher pupils how to use computers are likely to be ineffective...” (OECD 2004, p. 234).

4 SACMEQ I tested reading and then mathematics for 6th graders. Participant education ministries included Kenya, Malawi, Mauritius, Namibia, Tanzania (Zanzibar), Zambia, and Zimbabwe. SACMEQ II participants included Botswana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania (Mainland and Zanzibar) Uganda and Zambia.
Greater Accountability

Focus on School Leadership

Box 2. Decentralization to Schools

One type of education reform has been gaining support in developing countries in the past decade. It is transforming the way public schools operate, making them more directly accountable to students, parents, and communities. This reform is known by several names – school-based management, school autonomy reform, school improvement programs – but is (sic) really different forms of administrative decentralization (King & Ozler, 1998, p. 1).

The school, as the most local education unit, has become a locus of demand for accountability. School principals, as leaders of their schools, are charged with making their school perform. The reforms that focus on the school and school leadership go by at least two names: Comprehensive School Reform (CRS) or whole-school reform seeks to overhaul the school system by aligning policies and practices with a coherent central vision, an approach that grew out of the US Congressional Comprehensive School Reform Demonstration program to improve public primary and secondary education; Shared Decision-Making (SDM) approaches to school reform aim to empower teachers (Coffey & Lashway, 2001).

Standards-driven Accountability

Another general demand is that education systems produce educated students that meet established standards. Such a demand requires that education standards be defined along with a mechanism for regularly assessing whether students are learning all that is required. By measuring what pupils learn and then comparing what they learn to what they are supposed to learn at specific education levels, the quality of education in a particular school or across the entire secondary education system can be judged more effectively than by the use of high-stakes end-of-year examinations. Standards-driven accountability is “without question, the dominant state-level strategy today. ... explicit performance standards, systematic testing, and consequences for results ... will stimulate teachers and students to focus their efforts in the right direction” (Coffey & Lashway, 2001). Standards-driven accountability also facilitates international comparisons, which adds another dimension of accountability at the highest levels of governments to their populations.  

Diversified Providers: Public Private Partnerships

Education has historically been a private/public partnership, with varying degrees of responsibility for different providers at different points in time; the church was replaced by government as the main provider of education in Europe and SSA, but it remains an important education provider in SSA particularly. Dissatisfaction with public schools fuels the private market worldwide. In the US vouchers reflect a demand for greater school choice; in secular France, the government subsidizes church-run schools and provides teachers for private schools;

5 PISA, TIMSS, and OECD indicators are well-known international examples.
in SSA, the church continues to be a major education provider. As SSA governments modernize their provision of secondary education, their relationships with private providers will be essential and require both more regulation and greater creativity in finding points of leverage to ensure cooperation. Of course, dependence on a private sector to provide education raises questions of equity: if ability to pay is a major criterion for getting an education, how will SSA governments square their need for a trained labor force with demands for equity?

Complicating the international reforms in secondary education is an incompatibility between a secondary education system developed in the 19th century and one that can meet 21st century demands. Educational reform in Europe in 19th century and in the United States in the early 20th where geared to “the advent of a new economy…increased the demand for a small cadre of scientists and engineers, for a larger workforce of bureaucrats and public administrators, and, most significantly, for skilled and educated labor. In 1900, there emerged in the United States the notion that schooling could make ordinary office clerks, shop floor workers, and even farmers more productive” (World Bank, 2005, p. 3).

A key element that has served the system well up to the present day especially in the American system was the training of an intelligent professional corps of educators – professionals with a shared vision for what secondary education should be. These professional educators represented a new class of reformers who had been trained in the “science” of education, organizational management, assessment, etc. They worked to standardize practice in secondary schools, to wrest the schools out of the control of local, parochial school boards (which oversaw a chaotic curriculum) and to “regularize” what was taught and how. These professional educators advocated structures and curricula based on principles of best practice in the field rather than on nepotism or local biases. One critical component in reform was the creation of new schools of education where teachers and administrators learned standard ideas about structure, assessment and governance.

In Africa, however, the development of a secondary education system was based on the structures and practices of their colonial rulers with one very important distinction. These systems were not designed to meet the developing economies of the people and context to which where transported. They were instead designed to produce the kind of labor power needed to support and expand colonial rule. Nevertheless the systems have become entrenched and any reform effort will struggle with how to adapt as well as change these systems.
III. Issues of Governance in Secondary Education in SSA

“In most of Anglophone sub-Saharan Africa, the pattern of 25 years of neglect of secondary education is to be found.” There are exceptions, as in smaller, richer Botswana, and “in countries like Ghana and Zambia, where the break between primary and secondary has been blurred by the attempt to stretch the duration of a common basic education” (phone conversation with Terry Allsop).

At a minimum, the concept of governance of secondary education begins by understanding the structure and functions of the system; the education vision and legislation which guides the system’s structure, content, objectives, funding, and access; and the roles and responsibilities of the staff in the offices that support those functions and objectives at all levels.

There is no ideal configuration for an education ministry or for its decentralized offices. In SSA, the tradition of highly centralized governments has tended to concentrate authority in central ministries. The process of decentralization is distributing these responsibilities differently; over the last decade there has movement towards locating responsibilities for planning and policy at the central level and moving management functions to regional levels (e.g., Botswana and Senegal). Whatever the degree of decentralization, some conditions are critical for effective governance: i) the assignment of responsibilities and authority should be clear and avoid overlap and gaps; and ii) staff should be selected or elected on the basis of demonstrated competence and be trained for specific job responsibilities. As discussed later in the paper, it is also important that these staff have access to reliable data to use for decision-making; and that they be held accountable for accomplishing their given tasks. Thus, governance embraces and cannot be totally separated from management, or from accountability.

Bearing these remarks in mind, this chapter is organized as follows. First, we present an overview of how secondary education is structured and defined in SSA. We then provide a cursory survey of policy statements on secondary education in selected SSA countries. Finally, we look at central education ministry structures in selected SSA countries to consider strong and weak points, and at how decentralized offices are organized, how roles and responsibilities are assigned, and what challenges exist.

Structures and functions of lower and upper secondary education in SSA

In order to understand how secondary education is governed in SSA countries, it is important to understand the general structures and function of secondary education systems in the region and the most important challenges facing those structures and functions.
Box 3. Defining Secondary Education

According to a general definition, secondary education belongs to an amorphous zone that lies between basic education and higher education. Secondary education is a step for pupils between the ages of 11 or 12 and 18. At this level, pupils are expected to broaden their knowledge and experiences from the basic level and prepare for work or higher education (UNESCO, 2006).

Secondary education in SSA can be either academic, vocational or a mix of the two. General or academic secondary education is the highway to tertiary education (World Bank, 2005, p. xxii) by contrast to vocational secondary education, which is considered a terminal degree that leads to the labor market (if there is one) but more often not closes the door on tertiary education.

Box 4. Vocational Training in Asia

Traditionally, in many systems in Asia, vocational training is seen as an alternative route of education for those who are academically less able. The idea is to provide them with a skill that would keep (sic) them economically survive. This is increasingly difficult. First, there is no such skill... Second, most vocational training programmes are designed as a dead-end to learning (Cheng, 2000, p. 52).

Almost every country in SSA divides secondary education into lower and upper programs of study, typically lasting between four and seven years. Lower secondary can last from two to four years (for students 11 to 16 years of age) but most often lasts 4 years. Upper secondary usually lasts between two and four years for students aged 13 to 19 and most often lasts three years for students aged 16 to 18. The divide between lower and upper corresponds more or less to a general education on the one hand and to specialized education on the other.

Lower secondary is most often a non-specialized continuation of primary education (UNESCO, 2006) Where lower secondary vocational training does exist, it usually last three years for students aged 12 to 14 and is more often designed to provide students with 'communication' and “life skills rather than with skills for a market that increasingly requires more advanced academic skills (e.g., accounting, market analysis, and literacy) (Holsinger and Cowell, 2000, p. 57). Upper secondary can prepare pupils for tertiary education or be the beginning of vocational training. SSA is not alone in struggling to define the dividing line between a general education and specialized training.

SSA countries divide lower and upper secondary differently, but some patterns are clear. Most francophone countries divide secondary education into two chunks of four and three years for lower and upper respectively. The exceptions include the Democratic Republic of the Congo with a 2/5 split, Sao Tome/Principe with five years of lower and two years of upper secondary, and Guinea Bissau with three years of lower and two years of upper secondary and Rwanda with six years of secondary, the only francophone country without a lower/upper split. In Anglophone countries, the breakdown is more variable. The seven to eight years of secondary school are

---

6 Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, CAR, Chad Comoros, Congo, Cote d’Ivoire, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon Guinea, Madagascar Senegal, Togo all have 4/3 splits.
typically divided into two to four years of lower secondary and three to four years of upper secondary, with the exception of Kenya, which has four years of secondary education with no internal divisions.

**Issues facing the structures and functions of secondary education in SSA**

SSA countries are facing a variety of challenges in their efforts to determine the appropriate structures and functions they need to have an effective secondary education system. The first issue they must face is that the academic skills needed to prepare pupils for higher education or for the labor market are rarely consolidated by the end of primary school. Remedial language and math training at the secondary level is an expensive and inefficient proposition, however, raising enter requirements when primary schools are ill-equipped to provide the quality of education needed to ensure basic literacy and math skills raises the issue of equity. Secondly, effective vocational training requires well-equipped facilities with the flexibility to align with changing labor markets and to offer low student-teacher ratios. Providing such facilities on anything but a limited basis is well beyond the means of most SSA governments. Third, SSA countries have scant experience on which to determine the appropriate mix of vocational and general education at the secondary level: at what point should vocational training begin? How integrated should it be with a more general secondary curriculum? Does general secondary education have a role beyond preparing students for tertiary education?

This report points to few if any differences in the management or accountability systems used in upper and lower secondary education. As a governance issue, however, determining the appropriate functions and structures of secondary schooling is among the most important decisions SSA countries will have to make in the coming decade. The purpose and objectives of upper and lower general and vocational secondary education need to be revisited, and provision of secondary education better aligned to serve these objectives. Such an examination may well have implications for the duration of basic as well as secondary education, and the pathways between general and vocational secondary education and between upper and lower secondary education.

SSA countries must eventually determine what constitutes free and universal education and therefore at what point a secondary education, to which access is limited begins and how access to that system is determined. They must also determine what structures best serve the purposes of a secondary system, and what represents the best divide between vocational education and preparation for tertiary education. Answering these questions may well challenge time-honored structures, or demand that those structures be used in different ways for different purposes. Whatever the answers in a given country, both academic and vocational secondary education must better prepare students for the workplace that they hope to enter.
Surveying the Policy Environment

Box 5. Secondary Education: A Policy Challenge

Secondary education policy choices are...ambiguous and complex because of the intrinsic duality of secondary education...terminal and preparatory...general and vocational. The duality, complexity, and ambiguity of this level of schooling pose challenges for its provision. In the context of the soaring demand for secondary education, it is the responsibility of policy makers to...formulate secondary education policies designed to provide pathways and alternatives that will enable students to achieve their full potential (World Bank, 2005, p. 15).

Most policy statements on secondary education in SSA make two claims: secondary education prepares citizens to lead productive lives and enhance national development; all citizens must possess certain social qualities to participate in a democratic process, and education can help instill these qualities. For example, the policy documents in Zambia, Focus on Learning Strategies for Development of Education in Zambia (May 1992) and Educating our Future (1996) declare that education serves individual, social and economic well-being and enhances the quality of life for all. They make academic and vocational training high priorities (Republic of Zambia, 1996).

The South African government’s Education White Paper of 1995 emphasizes quality for all and the redress of apartheid wrongs. The government’s “vision is of a South Africa in which all our people have access to lifelong education and training opportunities, which will in turn contribute towards improving the quality of life and building a peaceful, prosperous and democratic society.” The education mission is “To provide leadership in the construction of a South African education and training system for the 21st century” (Government of South Africa, 2006).

In Senegal, the first education reform in 1971 sought to root education in local reality, ensuring that school programs, universities and staff were African. The National Education Law passed in 1991 led to a Ten-Year Program for Education and Training that focuses on universal primary education and also on technical training, with specific objectives for general and vocational secondary education.

It cannot be disputed that education is necessary for productive employment and that educated citizens are important for democracies. It is equally true that national economic well-being is intimately linked to an educated, employable populace. However true these statements are, few education policy statements define how much secondary education is necessary for employability or what kinds of and levels of knowledge and skills should be acquired in upper and lower secondary to make pupils employable and contribute to a productive economy. Few if any policy statements address the structure of lower and upper secondary and general and vocational secondary, their pathways and internal transitions. Furthermore they offer little rationale for the curriculum found within those pathways and divisions. Rare is the policy that clearly states specific objectives for secondary education. Finally, but certainly not least important, the issues of access and equity are rarely addressed carefully in policy statements. How many people should receive a secondary education? What is the basis of their selection, if
secondary education is not universal? Does the number of people with a secondary education affect the democratic process? In general these are important issues which largely go unaddressed.

Some countries have, however, been able to move beyond generalizations and address very specific issues in their secondary education policy statements. In Senegal, the 1991 Ten-Year Education and Training Program, the most recent policy, makes the elimination of gender disparities in secondary education an explicit goal. It also seeks to lower the growth in numbers of general secondary students while strengthening the capacity of technical secondary and professional training (Republic of Senegal, 2003, p. 97-98). What it does not address is the contradiction between its desire to broadly strengthen technical and professional training and the fact that technical diplomas are highly specialized. In Kenya, the most recent Education Sector School Improvement Plan (KESSP) 2005-2010 explicitly addresses secondary education and sets targets and strategies for increasing secondary education transition/graduation rates (from 51% to 70%). The strategy focuses on increasing the numbers of and improving the quality of secondary day schools. Both of these examples are good but partial starts on revisiting secondary education policies regarding access and linking education to the labor market.

It is understandable that few SSA governments have addressed secondary education in any depth. Their emphasis has been on universal primary education at least since Jomtien. However, as pressure rises for secondary education, SSA governments will need to develop more specific policies to direct secondary education and to define in greater detail the logic, structure, governance, management, and accountability of their secondary education systems. They will also address in greater detail the partnership with private providers of secondary education. The issues will require going beyond the regulation and licensing of private schools to ensuring greater accountability for the quality of the education in them. Addressing the most pressing secondary policy issues in SSA will demand:

**Box 6. Pressing Policy Issues for Secondary Education in SSA**

- Specifying the purposes and objectives of secondary education. These specifications should define the structure, content, and duration of the program, the transitions between upper and lower and general and technical secondary education, and the pathways into and out of each track and segment.
- Clarifying the relationship of secondary education and the labor market: to what degree and exactly how is schooling meant to prepare students for the world of work?
- Defining the roles and responsibilities of individuals at all levels and in all bodies governing education.
- Creating standards for student learning and an assessment mechanism to measure it.
- Revisiting access and selection mechanisms in light of equity issues.
- Refining the private-public partnerships to increase access, ensure the quality of education by private providers, and ensure accountability of private providers to the public.

---

7 Secondary day schools typically have poorer results than secondary boarding schools.
These are just the first, but necessary questions that SSA governments must address before they can successfully reform secondary education. Once the policy decisions are made, ministry structures and functions can be organized to accommodate them.

**Box 7. Botswana: Successfully Planning for Expanded Secondary Education**

Over a decade ago, Botswana became one of the first SSA countries to extend basic education to encompass junior secondary and to effectively focus on senior secondary education. Its flexible policy, rational planning and progressive adaptation of education management, teacher supply and curriculum offer an excellent example of for other SSA countries currently facing similar situations.

The process began in 1973. In response to rising enrolments in secondary education and an influx of inexperience teachers into Botswana, a Department of Secondary Education was created in the Ministry to assist, advise and guide teachers in preparing students for the Junior Certificate or Cambridge Overseas School Certificate Examinations. A specific centralized structure for secondary education was thus created. Four years later, at the first National Commission on Education, the government committed itself to universal access to nine years of schooling, making Botswana one of the first countries in SSA to extend basic education by encompassing junior secondary education. Senior secondary education enrolments were held to limits that reflected the need for human resources in higher education, further training and the labor market. The expansion of basic education inevitably increased demand for senior secondary education. By 1993, access to secondary education was growing as were professional concerns over the nature of the Cambridge Overseas School Certificate curriculum and its articulation with tertiary education. Botswana saw the need in the national economy for greater numbers of tertiary students, especially in the sciences, more enrolments at the College of Agriculture and the Polytechnic, and more teachers to accommodate the demand for more education. To address the issue and define an appropriate policy and implementation plan, a second National Commission on Education was organized. Its objectives are relevant to SSA countries today:

- Making education relevant to evolving national needs and objectives.
- Guarantee universal access to more solidly vocationalized basic education.
- Creating an education system that “responds to the aspirations of people and the manpower requirements of the country.”

One of the strategies proposed was a unified five-year secondary school that merges junior and senior secondary education, without eliminating the single-level secondary schools, including junior secondary schools serving small communities.

The Structure of SSA Ministries of Education

The division of responsibilities for education among government ministries varies across SSA countries. Some characteristics appear to be constant: (i) general and vocational secondary education are overseen by different divisions in central ministries; (ii) private education is overseen by a distinct division; and (iii) responsibility for managing teachers is often assigned to a teachers’ service commission that enjoys semi-autonomy from the central ministry.

While secondary education is specifically named as a part of most central ministries, this is not true in Zambia (see Figure 1), where the ministry of education is organized by education function into offices that report to the Permanent Secretary. There is no clear designation of responsibility for any level of education.

**Figure 1: Zambia Ministry of Education**

Secondary education, from the organization chart, seems to be handled locally through the High School Boards, which report to the Provincial Education offices. The center of secondary school governance is thus three levels below the Permanent Secretary. The absence of horizontal lines of authority and responsibility among the different central education divisions and the absence of central ministry links with the decentralized local offices and secondary schools appears to
fragment secondary governance. This fragmentation can cause extreme difficulty in managing secondary education. Examples of the management dilemma such fragmentation present include: How to concerns high School Boards raise with Provincial Offices reach the individuals procurement and supply offices who can resolve the issue? How can head teachers or school board assure that there concerns about teacher performance or professional development reach the Teacher Education Office and the Permanent Secretary? With no office in the ministry responsible for overseeing the secondary education system and with the possibility that information can be regarded as not significant enough to pass along it would be very difficult for a Permanent Secretary to get a full and complete picture, and very difficult, from the perspective of secondary school principals and teachers, to determine who has the authority to solve a problem and how to get through Provincial Offices to the central ministry to get something done.

In most cases, secondary education does figure in the ministerial structures, and most often lower and upper general secondary are housed together, while technical education is located in a different ministerial division.

We have seen that there is a trend towards lengthening basic education to consolidate learning during the early years. This can mean incorporating lower secondary into basic education. By extension, this could also mean offering vocational training in upper secondary, following the general trend in developed countries. If more SSA countries increase the number of years of primary education, they will also need to redesign the curriculum and pedagogical approaches. This raises a number of questions: Would expanded basic education be offered like primary education, with a single teacher per classroom? Or would extended primary education be structured like secondary school, with specialized teachers teaching different disciplines? Or would these additional years of primary education be a hybrid of primary and secondary school? Lengthening basic education also has consequences on the pathways to vocational secondary and to tertiary education. If basic education is longer, will vocational secondary begin only at upper secondary? If pupils acquire more general knowledge and competencies along with technical skills, would this open up a path between technical secondary and tertiary education? Policy decisions and legislation enacting the decisions need to address all of these issues.

Such decisions will not only affect the organization of central ministries, decentralized education offices, and schools, but also teacher training and deployment. Secondary school teachers and primary school teachers are trained differently, deployed differently, and paid differently. The lines of authority, responsibility, and communication between primary and secondary education divisions in a central ministry, its decentralized offices, and schools all have to be clear and designed to facilitate any required changes.

In the countries studied, responsibilities for general and technical secondary education are always assigned to different divisions in a central education ministry. At least a part of the differentiation is traditionally justified by the fact that secondary education may lead to university, but vocational education does not. For example, the Uganda Ministry of Education places these two forms of secondary education into a Department of Secondary Education, Business, and Technical and a Department of Vocational Education and Training (Uganda, 2006). Secondary vocational students almost never continue to tertiary education. Francophone Senegal similarly separates the two educational tracks, but offers a highly stratified technical
secondary education accompanied by specific diplomas, including very high level technical training that leads to technical institutes on a par with universities. This is a useful model if the training is well calibrated to the modern labor market and not a vestige of a moment in history when many different expert technicians were needed in an industrializing country. But it also negates the justification for the separation of ministry divisions on the grounds that these forms of education prepare students for different future activities: students in both tracks can proceed to tertiary training.

It is not uncommon for ministries of education to fail to clarify the lines of authority and accountability between their functional divisions such as teacher training, curriculum design, and examinations, designated as semi-autonomous government agencies (SAGA), and sub-sector divisions such as primary, secondary and tertiary education. Examples include: What responsibility does the secondary education division have in regard to curriculum design? What if any responsibility does they have for assuring quality of teacher performance? One country in which such questions are pertinent is Kenya. The Ministry of Education, Science, and Technology (MOEST) is overseen by a Permanent Secretary, who is served by an Education Secretary, who oversees 10 divisions (including the sub-sectors of Pre-Primary Education, Basic Education, Technical and Vocational Education, Secondary and Higher Education, and Quality Assurance (teacher evaluation)) and several semi-autonomous institutions. The Kenya Teachers Service Commission (KTSC), which is responsible for teacher deployment, is one of these SAGAs, as is the Kenya Institute of Education (KIE), which is responsible for designing the curriculum. In addition to this complex set of relationships in the MOEST, the Ministry of Labour and Human Resource Development is “also involved in the provision of education, especially in technical education through the Youth Polytechnics and through industrial training programmes. … Public pre-employment training is also provided by specialized institutions under various other ministries and parastatals, for example the Ministries of Health and Agriculture, and Vocational Education and Apprenticeship” (Republic of Kenya, 2006).

A governance structure with multiple lines of authority can obscure responsibility and authority and create managerial and accountability problems for schools. When, for example, inspectors in Kenya make recommendations to KIE about how well teachers are teaching, or when head teachers want to discipline teachers, the fact that teacher deployment is regulated by the KTSC subverts the authority of the head teacher and therefore his or her ability to hold teachers accountable. A governance structure must define clear lines of responsibility and channels of communication between divisions with overlapping and interdependent activities so that problems requiring action can be quickly resolved. In order to assure that reform objectives are met, a clear governance structure and consequent alignment and organization of divisions in central ministries are essential. Conditions for effective governance structures in the central ministry include:
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8 The French education model in the 19th century became highly specialized, particularly under the various Napoleons who wanted to create a large cadre of highly trained scientists and technicians to ensure French economic superiority.
Box 8. Effective Governance

- Educational policies that lead to clearly defined governance structures for all offices and institutions responsible of secondary education.
- Organizational structure for secondary education that are clearly aligned to serve educational objectives in the MoE and in its decentralized offices.
- Clear lines of authority and communication between divisions responsible for primary, secondary and tertiary education that ensure the effective and efficient transitions of learners between the sub-sectors.
- Well defined lines of horizontal authority, which specify clear communication channels between and among the responsibility divisions.

Decentralized Education Offices

All SSA governments have decentralized responsibilities for secondary education to a greater or lesser degree. In most case, however, decisions making responsibilities remain highly centralized in SSA governments, reflecting cultural and administrative traditions. A complex architecture of the network of decentralized offices often means that schools send information through two or three levels before it reaches the central ministry. For such a network to work effectively, roles and responsibilities, processes and procedures must be defined and then implemented in an effective manner if policy makers are to know what is going on in upper and lower secondary schools and if that information is to guide policy.

Botswana’s regional secondary education office provides an excellent example of well-defined responsibilities for a wide range of functions (Botswana Ministry of Education, 2006). (see Table 1).
Table 1. Botswana Ministry of Education, Department of Secondary Education, Regional Structure
The process of decentralization is shifting more education management functions to regional offices, while keeping policy and planning at the central ministry. Obstacles to this becoming a more effective approach to governance, beyond the tradition of highly centralized authority, include the size of a country; the number of available trained, competent staff at the provinces or district levels, communications networks, infrastructure, and the prevailing culture of administration. A number of critical issues will need to be addressed for decentralization to make the governance of SSA’s secondary education systems more effective.

First, for decentralized processes to be effective all personnel must be informed of and trained to carry out their roles in ways that are appropriate to their level of authority and responsibility. Chengo, (2004, p. 30) discussed the importance of this. In Zambia, the Ministry of Education decentralized and devolved power, authority and functions from national and provincial headquarters to the district, colleges and (high) school levels. Nine Provincial Education Offices monitor primary and secondary schools and oversee 72 District Education Boards, which are responsible for primary schools. There is little evidence, however that newly-appointed district education boards understand their roles and responsibilities or that they have capacity to fulfill them. Furthermore, the mandates and even the legal status of these entities remain to be defined. By contrast, in Kenya, the process of informing all offices of their roles and responsibilities has been quite successful. Evidence of this is obvious in the lowest or most local education offices. Municipal education officers are conversant with the government’s most recent policy statements and can readily explain their own responsibilities and those of other education offices.

Second, to be effective, decentralized offices must be given the authority and the resources to do their assigned jobs. For example, in many countries, regional inspectorates are responsible for evaluating teachers. Each inspector is assigned a number of schools to visit and a schedule for visiting them. However, schools are often at great distances from the inspectorate office and from one another, and inspectors often lack the vehicles or gas to make the trips. No matter how well informed or trained they might be to do their jobs, they cannot do their work unless they have the resources. Resources include manpower: the number of trained staff in an inspectorate should be commensurate with the number of schools and teachers to evaluate. In Senegal, for example, education administration has been decentralized to the 11 regions or académies that offer different types of support services for secondary education. When secondary school principals request mentors for their teachers in a specific grade and for a particular discipline, a trainer is supposed to come on a temporary or prolonged basis to work in the school. This flexible approach to teacher support is well designed, but the resources are not always available for inspectors in very high-demand disciplines.

Third, effective decentralization requires clear lines of communication from ministries to, from, and among decentralized offices. In South Africa, provincial and district offices seem to have some overlapping functions with respect to implementing policy. Provincial Offices have considerable latitude in structuring their offices. Some have devolved most decision-making to the district, while others have increased personnel at the circuit level (a district sub-set) to create multi-functional teams to work in schools; still others have set up large district offices covering
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9 The principal of Maurice Gueye Middle School indicated that the inspectors/teacher trainers function for two subjects (English and math) but work less well in the other disciplines. His schools were visited twice during the year by English and math teachers because they live in the area and actively organized extra seminars for teachers.
many schools and large distances. District offices essentially monitor and support school activities. Keeping track of the activities of this variety of entities and ensuring that each office has the information it needs is a major undertaking.

Fourth, staff must be selected on the basis of their competence and be trained to carry out new responsibilities before taking them on. In Kenya, school Boards of Governors report to District Education Offices, which are the most local level of the education ministry. Board members are political appointees who do not necessarily possess either the skills or the interest to manage secondary schools nor is training a requirement for them.

Fifth, information must be regularly collected, analyzed, transmitted, and used as a basis for planning. There are many types of information that must be gathered and shared for an education system to function well. One example is information about primary school pupils moving to secondary schools. How many children will graduate? How many will enter secondary school? Are there special needs that secondary schools should accommodate? All of this information needs to be gathered from the primary school and transmitted through the education office so that a secondary school can ensure smooth transition. If the information is gathered, it must be analyzed; once analyzed, it must be transmitted in a timely way so that decisions can be made.

An example from Kenya suggests how poorly-aligned governance structures can thwart effective planning. Primary schools report to District Education Offices, and secondary schools are overseen by Provincial Education Offices. This means that the files of students who graduate from primary school are sent by that school to its District Education Office, which must in turn send the files to the Provincial Education Office. This latter office then sends the files to the appropriate secondary school. “The transition from primary to secondary school is weakly structured, and pupil files are often lost. One of the biggest weaknesses is documentation. Reporting capacity needs to be improved by having the ministry define the necessary information, communicate and train at all levels. Ask a head of a primary school ‘who sat the exam;’ he can’t give you disaggregated graduation rates, gender information; there is a lack of capacity to analyze data.”

The example suggests that the process of gathering, analyzing, and transmitting information between education offices requires specific processes and skills, and clear channels for communicating. The need for such processes is particularly critical when responsibility for education sub-sectors is assigned to different ministerial divisions and decentralized offices.

Conclusion

These issues are summarized in the following table below. What must be borne in mind is the need for policy to guide objectives, for governance structures to serve the objectives, and for legislation to regulate activities so that a decentralized system can function effectively.

---

### Box 9. Conclusions for Governance in the Education Ministry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUES</th>
<th>EDUCATION MINISTRY</th>
<th>DECENTRALIZED EDUCATION OFFICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The duration and objectives for general and technical secondary education must be clearly defined.</td>
<td>Ministerial responsibilities for the different types and levels of secondary education must be clearly assigned and aligned within the ministry in the manner that best serves educational objectives.</td>
<td>Legislation or regulation for decentralization must specify roles and responsibilities in decentralized education offices for different types and levels of secondary schools, including private schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The structures of, access to and transitions between upper and lower and general and technical secondary education must be aligned with education objectives.</td>
<td>The legislation governing the structure of, access to and the transition mechanisms for the different levels and types of secondary education must clearly define responsibilities throughout the education system.</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must be regulated and organized to ensure effective mechanisms for access to and transition between the different levels and types of secondary schools, both public and private. Decentralized offices must have the resources and authority to implement effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Making and Lines of Authority</td>
<td>The regulatory framework for secondary education must designate lines of authority, roles and responsibility with all SAGAs (Teacher Training Commissions, Curriculum Design Divisions, Testing Divisions, Assessment Divisions, etc.) responsible for activities that cover all levels of education. Authority, roles and responsibilities must be clear, and include processes and procedures for communication and decision-making.</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must have clearly delegated lines of authority and communication with central ministries, and with SAGAs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Making and Lines of Authority</td>
<td>Within the ministry and in its decentralized offices, the roles and responsibilities in primary, secondary and tertiary education must ensure the effective access to and transition between sub-sectors.</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must have clearly regulated authority regarding primary, secondary and tertiary education, and processes for ensuring effective access to and transitions between sub-sector schools.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. Management of Secondary Education: Focus on the School

Governance structures extend from ministries of education through decentralized education offices to secondary schools, the point of confluence of governance structures and the public. In the previous chapter on governance, we discussed the visions for secondary education, the structures and functions of secondary education and the organization of central and decentralized ministries of education that steer education provision. In this chapter we discuss local education structure and function by way of addressing the management of secondary education. Of course, local education structures are a part of the governance structure, but we focus on schools under management to emphasize the importance of local management processes and procedures for the delivery of quality education.

Management procedures and processes include the roll-out, in practice, of job roles and responsibilities, the gathering and transmission of information through different parts of the governance system, and decision-making. Strong management processes are also a pre-condition for accountability, which involves, among other things, making data transparent and available. In focusing on the structures that converge on a secondary school, the procedures involved in school management, and the responsibilities of a school head who does the managing, this chapter also touches on accountability issues; these issues are more fully presented in Chapter V.

School Governance Structures and their Management

Secondary schools come under the purview of one or several central ministry and regional offices. In addition to these offices, all SSA governments have created and regulated local governance structures, which generally fall into two categories: (i) government-appointed high school governing boards or high school education boards, and (ii) participatory structures comprising, in the main, members of the local community. The latter most often consist of school management committees (SMCs) and parent-teacher associations (PTAs). For each of these groups, membership size, responsibilities of members, and the nature of the activities are all regulated. There are, however, occasionally overlapping functions and constituencies. There are also, on occasion, insufficiently articulated relationships between these groups.

One way to visualize the convergence of these groups is to take the example of Kenya. Each secondary school in Kenya is responsible to a district education office (DEO), a board of governors (BOG), and a parent-teacher association (PTA). The DEO, the most local ministry office, is a conduit of information from each school on enrolments, staffing needs, material needs, school conditions and academic information to the Provincial Director’s Office (PDO) which then transmits it to the central ministry. BOGs were created by the Kenyan Education Act (KEA) in 1966 to establish a more direct link between the central ministry and secondary schools. BOG responsibilities were defined as overseeing school management in general and financial management in particular.

BOGs set secondary school fees using government guidelines, and ensure sound financial management, the mobilization of resources, the setting of priorities for spending and see that all expenditures are authorized. In addition, they oversee school facilities and monitor school performance. BOG members are appointed by the central ministry.
Each secondary school also has a PTA. PTAs were created after BOGs, by a Presidential Directive in 1980 and consequently have little real authority because they were a not created by the same legislation that created BOGs. PTA members are volunteers who through various means attempt to assess the quality of education offered in the school and express their opinions about that education. They also support the school’s program by raising funds to supplement secondary school budgets and making decisions about the expenditures of these funds. An elected PTA executive committee is designated to liaise with the BOG. In practice, however, there is little liaison because the two bodies are generally in conflict. The PTA chairman can consult the BOG chairman who is required to present PTA concerns to the BOG, but in practice, this reporting does not function well. PTAs usually voice their concerns at the BOG Annual General Meeting.

The school head is recognized by the government as an accountable officer. He is directly accountable to the DEO and to the BOG, and he is also supposed to report to the PTA (especially on the use of its resources). Unfortunately, PTAs complain that they have not been provided with the necessary documentation by the school head or by BOGs to be able to monitor finances and even understand how money is spent.

When a PTA, dissatisfied with the school head’s financial management, voices its concerns to an unresponsive BOG chairman, it can go around the BOG and approach the relevant educational authorities. However, lacking access to documentation undercuts its ability to hold the school head accountable. For academic matters, the situation is mitigated because information about student academic progress, curricular activities, or general school results is more readily available. Nonetheless, holding the head teacher accountable is very difficult.11

In Zambia, the government has created and regulated High School Education Boards (HSEB) linking upper and lower secondary schools with ministry offices and the local civil administration. HSEB members represent the district education office, the local administration, the school, and the PTA, and meet on an as-needed basis to oversee financial and general school management. Zambia’s PTAs are elected, rather than voluntary, and raise funds for school materials and activities and also for teacher salaries. Thus, they, feel somewhat responsible for teacher performance, a role that overlaps and occasionally puts them in conflict with the Zambian Teaching Service, which is responsible for hiring, deploying and firing teachers.

In Senegal, the recently created School Management Councils (SMC) for upper and lower secondary schools oversee the material and ‘moral’ activities of secondary schools, which span academic, administrative, and financial matters. They also ensure that the school complies with health regulations and responds to all questions from the Ministry of Education and the Education Inspectorate. SMC members are secondary school administrators and representatives from the Regional Council, the Mayor’s Office, the local Treasury, the PTA and the student body. Parent-student associations (association parent-élève) exist in Senegal, but according to some school heads, are reticent about being involved.12
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11 Ali Atrash, of the Kenya School Improvement Project, was an invaluable source of information for this description of secondary school governance bodies.
12 Falou Dieng, Principal, Maurice Gueye Middle School, Senegal.
In South Africa, the 1996 Schools Act gave decision-making power to School Management Teams (SMTs) defined as internal management groups that include the principal, deputy head (where there is one) and department heads. These groups are responsible for daily and annual management and decision-making. The Schools Act also created School Governing Bodies (SGBs) that include the principal and elected representatives of parents, teachers, non-teaching staff and pupils. In South Africa, as in Zambia and Kenya, conflicts arise between governance bodies. Money is often the source of friction, as South African parents fund approximately half of all expenditures in most government-aided schools, (Bennell & Sayed, 2002) and they battle with SBGs and SMTs over school management. Financial support also creates friction between the churches and other religious and social groups (known as foundation bodies) that contribute funds and other support to the majority of government-aided schools in South Africa and the Ministry of Education. Foundation bodies have no formal responsibilities for governance and management, but their financial contribution gives them some claims on schools. School management is therefore complex for school heads because multiple sources of finance create multiple senses of ownership.

The problems of managing a complicated governance structure appear to be very similar in different SSA countries. Some suggestions for addressing these can be fairly straight-forward. First, it helps immensely to have clearly defined lines of authority, responsibilities and reporting requirements among all parts of the structure. The simple existence of a governance structure does not guarantee that it will operate effectively. Second, clearly designated avenues to carry public voice to decision-making authorities are critical, along with guidelines for the responsiveness of government and local school management to the public. In Kenya, PTAs must rely on BOGs to transmit their messages up the ministerial ladder, but BOGs are politically appointed and may not feel compelled to take up the PTAs call or may gloss over a problematic situation when they pass it up the line. Third, secondary schools would benefit if governing board members were selected on the basis of their competence and their commitment to secondary education rather than solely for political reasons. The ideal configuration would be board members competent to manage secondary schools who also have good political connections. School governance and management stand to gain from changing some of these situations. If we imagine a PTA with greater ability to make its voice heard, its members may well be encouraged to participate with renewed energy.

**School leadership**

Much research has demonstrated that the quality of education depends primarily on the way schools are managed, more than on the abundance of available resources, and that the capacity of schools to improve teaching and learning is strongly influenced by the quality of the leadership provided by the head teacher (IIEP, 2000, p. 1).

The emphasis on school leadership may be less pronounced in SSA than it is elsewhere in the world, but some studies are already pointing to the importance of school leadership for educational quality in SSA. One study suggests that SSA school leaders will become the focus of efforts to improve educational quality: “concerted effort to improve school leadership is one of
the most promising points of intervention to raise the quality and efficiency of secondary education across Sub-Saharan Africa” (Mulkeen, 2005, p. 57). Further on, the study reports, “recent literature on school reform suggests that principals or head teachers play a critical role in the success of strategies to improve teaching and learning. The knowledge they have of good teaching and learning practices, the leadership they provide for the school and community, and the ongoing support they give to teachers are all elements important to implementing successful school reforms” (Mulkeen, 2005, p 50).

Some SSA governments are already looking to school heads to improve educational quality. In South Africa, leadership training for secondary school heads has been designed in recognition of its importance, given the need to improve education quality. Senegal’s School Improvement Plans (SIP), created in 1996, encourage the entrepreneurial skills of head teachers to find funding for school projects that enhance educational quality. “School Plans provide an interesting opportunity for schools which are, in the main, entirely without funds. My school, for example, was awarded 4,188,000 CFA (approximately $8000) for such things as IT and internet, which encourage students to read, and improving the teaching of science, among other things.”

If SSA governments are beginning to recognize the importance of school leadership, they may well revisit the selection criteria for school heads, the leadership training they receive, and how they are evaluated in their jobs. The following discussion addresses these issues, and concludes with some recommendations about ways to improve school management.

**Who Heads Secondary Schools?**

Virtually all secondary school heads in SSA are experienced teachers selected on the basis of their seniority: “…the process by which principals are selected is not based on qualifications to administer and manage a school, but rather they are selected based on prior positions held or their performances as teachers” (Mulkeen, 2005, p. 50). Seniority is one criterion for selection, but it may not be a sufficient quality for a job that is becoming increasingly complex. Some governments are realizing that even excellent, experienced teachers need training to be good head teachers. In Senegal, the government recognized that seniority was not necessarily the best criterion for selecting a secondary school head and even managed to persuade the powerful teachers’ unions that a change needed to be made.

**How are Secondary School Heads Prepared for their Management Roles?**

Secondary school heads receive some leadership training but rarely before starting their jobs. Nor does the training cover all the aspects of secondary school management that a head teacher will have to face; rather it usually focuses on the rules for reporting to the government. No teacher training institutes or universities offer advanced training or degrees in school leadership and management to prepare promising candidates to lead a secondary school. “Most principals do not have degrees in educational leadership. Rather, once they become principals, they may participate in in-service or distance education workshops to develop skills in needed areas. These workshops tend to focus on administration and management (e.g., accountability, resource
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13 Mr. Falou Dieng, Principal, Maurice Gueye Middle School, Senegal.
14 Mr. Falou Dieng, Principal, Maurice Gueye Middle School, Senegal.
management, and record keeping)” (Mulkeen, 2005, p. 50). School heads themselves recognize that they need more and different kinds of training: “Areas in which principals need further training include information technology for financial management and evaluation, strategic planning, and human resource management (Mulkeen, 2005, p. 50).

Training has an impact on how a school head perceives his/her role, and on how much of an impact s/he can have on the school. The government of South Africa has been concerned to align school management with classroom results and has emphasized instructional leadership. It has created a category for school principals and designated department heads as instructional leaders, making them responsible for integrating daily management, policy implementation, and curriculum delivery to get the desired learning outcomes. The South African Department of Education (DoE) has also established a requirement that all school principals be trained in leadership and school management, and has accredited courses for this purpose. The curriculum has been delivered largely by universities and NGOs to leaders already in their positions. In Senegal, the government created a specific training course on academic and administrative leadership for school heads, who were being asked to take over more and more types of school management. The course was delivered as in-service training from the provincial teacher support offices (Gershberg & Winkler 2003, p.3, 8). Similarly, in Kenya, secondary school heads need to be trained, for currently, they “lack the analytical skills”15 to know how to interpret the data that they collect and transmit to the District Education Offices.

What Does a Secondary School Head Do?

You are the inspector, the financial manager, the curriculum implementer and the supervisor of teachers.16

Secondary school heads manage at least three different aspects of school life: academics, finances, and general administration. Academic management encompasses managing teachers and student learning. Financial management covers the management of the different funding streams received from the government, from student fees, and from extra-curricular activities organized by a school or a PTA. Administration covers the reporting to the local governance bodies – the decentralized education offices, school governing boards, PTAs, and internal management committees.

Academic Management

Academic management may be the most familiar task to head teachers, but managing teachers is complicated in SSA for many reasons, including the relative scarcity of teachers in some countries, poor pay, difficult working conditions, and a complicated governance structure for managing teachers. Indeed, while secondary school heads are called managers, their ability to exercise line management functions over teachers are quite limited by the governance structure.

Secondary schools have special issues, as they need highly trained teachers from specialized disciplines. Math and science teachers, in particular, are usually in high demand but less

available than literature teachers, for example. Secondary school heads also have difficulties in managing teachers because the divisions that i) oversee their hiring, deployment and firing, ii) evaluate them, and iii) are responsible for secondary education are themselves distinct. The lines of authority and responsibility – often unclear – complicate the relationships among entities. Kenya offers an example of how the centralization of teacher employment and deployment undercuts school management of teachers.

Responsibility for hiring, firing and deploying teachers in Kenya falls to the Kenya Teachers Service Commission (KTSC), a semi-autonomous government agency (SAGA). Its semi-autonomy comes from its position in the MOEST organization chart where it sits parallel to the division for Secondary and Higher Education which reports to the Education Secretary, and reports directly to the E Permanent Secretary. Deploying secondary school teachers follows a specific process. Secondary schools send monthly statistics to the Provincial Director of Education (PDE), indicating the losses in teaching staff due to death, retirement or natural attrition, by discipline. The PDE analyzes the data, and then requests teachers in the specified disciplines from the KTSC in Nairobi; no KTSC staff sit in local education offices. The high degree of centralization lengthens the process, but so does the shortage of teachers created by a previous freeze on teacher employment. Because only stopgap measures are being taken to replace departing staff, school heads are often simply unable to secure replacements.

Within Kenya, teacher evaluation comes under the aegis of the Quality Assurance (QA) division, one of the main divisions of the MOEST which, like the Division for Secondary and Higher Education, reports to the Education Secretary. A representative of the QA division sits in each District Education Office. The QA is responsible for school inspectors who monitor teaching quality. Inspectors’ reports are submitted to the District’s QA representative, routed to the Office of the Provincial Director of Education, where they are compiled and analyzed, and then sent to the MOEST QA division in Nairobi. From there, the connection with the division for higher and secondary education and with the KTSC requires several steps.

A realistic scenario helps illustrate the impact of this complex system for managing teachers in a secondary school. An inspector visits a school and finds that a teacher is doing a poor job. The inspector’s report is submitted to the QA unit in the District Education Office, which transmits it to the Provincial Director’s Office, which transmits it in turn to the QA division at MOEST. Someone from the QA division must meet with representatives from the Division for Higher and Secondary Education and from the KTSC. While all of this is taking place, the teacher continues to teach poorly and the head teacher can do little to change the behavior. To take another example, if a science teacher drops out during a term or if the secondary school has too many pupils and too few teachers, the school head requests teachers of the District Education Office, which routes the request to the Provincial Director’s Office and onward to the KTSC. The school head has no direct link with KTSC or any way to create incentives to attract or reward good teachers or to discipline poor teachers. The governance structure and managerial processes thus limit the effectiveness of school heads to manage their teachers. The situation can be further complicated by teachers’ unions.
Other dimensions of academic management include the procurement of books and materials, the creation of student tutorials, making courses available to adults or out-of-school youth, and the creation of extra-curricular activities that may be academic in nature. Many of these activities depend on funding, and a school head can create fund-raising activities to meet some of these needs.

Most importantly, a secondary school head is essentially held responsible for student achievement. In SSA, student achievement is typically measured by end-of-year and end-of-cycle high-stakes examinations over which the school head has little control. The school head can create opportunities for students to better prepare themselves, however, by designing tutorials or incentives. If a school head had greater incentives to use to motivate teachers, he could significantly affect educational quality. But incentives for teachers are few, particularly in a system where seniority determines promotions and salary increases. Ultimately, then, academic management involves many things over which school heads have little control. If SSA governments turn to secondary school heads to help improve educational quality, they must remove at least some of the limitations created by current governance structures and management processes and procedures on school heads.

Financial Management

Secondary school heads must manage their budgets, which come from several sources: central governments provide some funding based on enrolments; student fees constitute the bulk of operating budgets; PTAs may contribute to the school coffers; and extra-curricular activities can produce some small benefits. Financial management includes raising the needed funds, prioritizing needs and budgeting the available funds, spending only the limited amount available, and reporting expenditures in detail. Few school heads have training in these areas. Given the demands on their time, appropriate training in convenient locations would prove very useful.

Financial management could be improved both by finding alternative sources of funding to meet school needs and by improving the use and reporting of existing funds. One approach that seems to address both areas for improvement is the initiative to generate School Improvement Plans (SIPs) in Senegal. SIPs were created there in 1996 as competitions for funding school projects. A SIP specifies its goal or goals, links them to activities and a timetable and includes costs estimates justified by pro forma receipts (see Annex 2 to the Senegal case study). The SIP is sent through a series of approvals at different levels to determine whether or not it is complete and viable, and ultimately forwarded to the Observation Group for School Improvement Plans and the MoE, which submits it in turn to donors. Once awarded, funds are sent to the regional inspectorate, which makes them available to the school SMC’s bank account. All expenses must be justified and meet the terms of the SIP. Thus, in a single initiative, school heads find an additional source of funds and practice (and assistance) in strong financial management procedures.

17 Mr. Falou Dieng, Principal, Maurice Gueye Middle School, Senegal created a competitive cyber café in his school.
Box 2. School Improvement Plans in Senegal

School Improvement Plans (SIPs) provide an interesting opportunity for schools which are, in the main, entirely without funds. My school, for example, got an award this year for 4,188,000 CFA (approximately $8000) for such things as ICT and internet, encouraging reading, improving the teaching of science, etc.

Mr. Falou Dieng, Principal, Maurice Gueye Middle School, Rufisque, Dakar.

Reporting

A secondary school head reports to several governance structures, each with its particular membership, mandate, and allegiances. The local education offices require vital education statistics: enrolments, student progress, numbers and disciplines of active teachers, condition of the physical plant, and finances. In Zambia, for example, secondary school heads submit quarterly reports on progress and finance to district offices who pass them on to provincial offices and finally to the central ministry. The provincial offices resolve those problems that they can and forward the reports to the MoE, which consolidates them to identify issues for immediate attention.

Secondary school heads also report to their boards of governors, which tend to focus on financial management. Boards of Governors (BOGs) often include political appointees and representatives from local administrations whose loyalty may or may not be primarily to the schools. A school head must be able to respond to queries and may have to work hard to ensure that the BOG has the interests of the school at heart. For example, a BOG can be more or less attentive to school funding from local and governmental sources and can affect the speed with which funds reach the school and how they are used. It can transmit demands from the secondary school head to the offices that might react to them with greater or less alacrity, or work with greater or less energy to make sure that school demands are heard. Energetic BOGs can even attend to the quality of the education offered in the school and can bring their competence to bear. Reporting to BOGs, therefore, could have very different effects on a school, depending in part on the school head’s ability to analyze the issues and make the case for addressing them, and in part on the capabilities and motivation of members of the BOG.

Because PTAs are concerned with both the quality of education and the expenditure of funds, school heads must be able to appropriately display and discuss information on student and school performance and on finances, analyze the information in a helpful way, and propose positive actions. School heads can be more or less entrepreneurial and more or less engaged with their PTA. Training school heads in these skills could turn out to be very effective at improving education at secondary schools.

Effective reporting to education offices, a BOG, and a PTA requires that head teachers can assess school strengths, weaknesses, and needs in academic and financial areas and then prepare accurate and compelling written and oral documents to support their assessments. The value of training in understanding what information should be presented in what fashion could be palpable here. With more effective documentation, central ministries could act more quickly and responsively. A secondary school head who appreciates the value of information and can analyze it and propose solutions to the issues it raises will be both a good advocate and a dynamic part of
the governance structure. Well-trained, effective school leaders would even increase the chances that SSA governments could get outside support in improving educational quality.

Conclusion

The process of decentralization of education in SSA has raised growing expectations of secondary school heads. They are potential leaders for educational change and, in many countries, are expected to initiate or contribute to such change. The discussion in this chapter touched on the different governance structures that converge on secondary schools and on the roles of secondary school heads in managing the various elements of the structure. Well-designed and timed leadership training for talented secondary school leaders could benefit the national education system by equipping these leaders with the skills and encouragement to collect important information, analyze and display it, and argue for its use in improving the education offered at their schools.

Improved secondary education management systems at the local level will require:

**Box 9. Improving Secondary School Management**

- Clearly delineated and defined roles, responsibilities and authorities among different governance and management structures for specific objective and processes.
- The selection and training of all staff on the basis clearly identified competences.
- Delegation of the authority needed to carry out designated roles and responsibilities.
- Clearly defined channels of communication and decision taking.
- System of accountability that reward success and provide appropriate corrective action for failure.
- Timely and reliable information on which to base decision making.

V. Accountability

SSA governments are seeking ways to improve the quality of secondary education in their countries. As we saw in the preceding chapter, governments worldwide are turning to school leaders to improve educational quality and are responding to greater demands for accountability from the public for the education system where children are learning. This chapter focuses on ways in which SSA governments can make their education systems accountable to the requirements set by the government, to the students they serve, and to parents and the community in which the school is located. We use a series of terms to describe different kinds of accountability: ‘upwards accountability’ refers to the obligation within the school hierarchy to report to those above school management; ‘downwards accountability’ to an obligation that the school hierarchy has to learners, and ‘outwards accountability’ to the responsibility that the school system has to community members (and especially those who pay school fees).\(^\text{18}\)

\(^\text{18}\) South Africa’s Minister of Education, Asmar Kamal, discussing his efforts to improve accountability in South Africa.
Accountability pertains to all education providers for the education service that they provide to the public.

This chapter begins by discussing the two major sources of information that governments have on how well the education system is working. The first source is the reporting through government channels (upwards accountability); the second source is the evaluation of student learning (downwards accountability), which may come from student participation in high-stakes end-of-year examinations or ongoing assessment or national assessment. In the final section, we discuss the reporting of information outwards, to parents and to the community.

Upwards Accountability

Earlier chapters have outlined many sorts of reporting that can satisfy the requirements of upwards accountability. Specifically, school heads may present required data to their local ministry offices, governing bodies, and PTAs; and well-defined lines of communication ensure that the data make their way up to the central ministry offices, down to students, and out to the community. In addition, most education ministries have an inspectorate that employs experienced educators to visit and evaluate teachers. These evaluations can supplement the information provided by school heads and, when used well, enhance the quality of education offered by the school. In Uganda, the Education Standards Agency, created to support an overwhelmed inspectorate, has evaluated secondary schools. In South Africa, the ministry has introduced a practice of whole-school evaluation that challenges the notion of a teacher inspectorate, suggesting rather a process of checking all aspects of the education offered by a school. The following sections therefore discuss inspectorates in general and then the South Africa and Uganda experiences in particular.

Inspectorates and Accountability

In each of the countries examined for this study, school inspectors regularly visit teachers in a set of schools, observing their classes, and preparing a report for the ministry on what they have seen. The idea is both that teachers will know they are subject to evaluation and potentially to sanctions, if they are not performing well, and the ministry’s staff responsible for teachers will find out where there are problems and be able to move to correct them. Increasingly, however, the inspectors are being asked to take on the role of mentor for teachers, as they can provide in-service support along with their evaluations.

In Senegal, for example, in addition to the usual inspectors charged with visiting a set of schools, the ministry employs inspectors with a specialty in a specific discipline or grade to serve as mentors, providing in-service training for longer or shorter periods of time. Secondary school heads can request support for a teacher to work in the school; depending on availability and needs, teachers can rotate through several schools needing teachers support in a given discipline or remain in one school for a period of time. The ministry has even created the position of inspector for heads of schools, which is particularly useful because few heads receive sufficient training before they begin their jobs.
Unfortunately, the implementation of such a system has met with difficulties. Inspectors are not always available for the disciplines requested; they may lack the vehicles needed to get to the school; or they may simply not be able to stay in a school as long as they are needed. This approach to organizing an inspectorate to provide in-service training, has the potential of bringing needed information to teachers in a timely manner and of following up initial training efforts. It requires significant resources and management to ensure that it delivers on its promises.

In order for an inspectorate to improve teacher performance, the inspectors need a smooth and effective way of transmitting their findings upwards within the ministry. Clear roles and responsibilities within the ministry must then ensure that staff can act on the information they receive, solve problems, and act. However, as we saw in the earlier chapter on governance, many ministries have multiple groups dealing with information on teachers, such as Kenya’s Quality Assurance Division and its independent Teachers Service Commission. Good accountability requires that these various groups work together to analyze the inspectors’ reports and act appropriately to improve teacher performance.

South Africa’s Whole-School Evaluation (WSE)

South Africa has recently implemented a National Policy on Whole-School Evaluation (WSE), adapted from a policy of the British Office for Standards in Education. WSE is “a monitoring and evaluation model that is radically different from the previous school inspections carried out in South Africa under the apartheid regime. Together with the accompanying guidelines, this Policy prescribes an approach that is built upon interactive and transparent processes...including school self-evaluation, ongoing district-based support, monitoring and development and external evaluations conducted by the supervisory units (Asmal, 2000). The WSE thus uses internal or self-evaluations and external or outside evaluations to look at an individual school. Its processes and tools are built on nationally agreed-upon criteria and methodology, so all schools are held to the same requirements. After all parts of the evaluation have been completed, participants discuss the results and the schools put improvement plans in place. The government employs trained individuals to help schools set reasonable, attainable targets for change. Provincial and national decision-makers receive the results for each school, so they can use them as a basis on which to improve the country’s practices and education policy.

Whole-school evaluation has considerable potential as an accountability mechanism in that it brings local stakeholders together for an in-depth evaluation of a school, looks at a wide variety of facets of education (not simply teachers), uses instruments based on national standards to facilitate comparisons with other schools, and informs both local and national education planning. In reality, it has faced problems. Politically, it met with opposition from teachers’ unions fearful that many educators would be unable to handle the range of questions and meet the evaluation standards. Materially, WSE staff lacked sufficient trained personnel and vehicles to reach all schools in a reasonable time frame.
Uganda’s Secondary School Evaluation

Created in 2001 to help an overwhelmed Inspectorate Department to evaluate secondary schools, Uganda’s Education Standards Agency (ESA) had a broad mandate that included the development of systematic approaches to inspection and evaluation of all levels of schools and the improvement of the quality of education practices. Like South Africa, this evaluation was slated to look broadly at secondary schools. Using expert comments and advice to generate recommendations, ESA’s 2003 report suggested that public secondary schools needed more monitoring and accountability. Specifically, it indicated that (i) Boards of Governors needed to be trained and monitored, (ii) schools needed to comply with the financial regulations and that (iii) teacher management was wanting (Education Standards Agency, 2003). The Ministry rejected the findings; head teachers and other school administrators resented the evaluation and extended their resentment to the Education Standards Agency (Bennell & Sayed, 2002).

This example demonstrates many of the difficulties of introducing a new accountability mechanism. A new education agency must have a clear role and set of responsibilities, acknowledged by all levels of the education structure. The introduction of a new form of school examination must be carefully managed to mitigate the kind of conflict that was generated by the Education Standards Agency’s evaluation.

Downwards Accountability

This second type of accountability has considerable importance to an education system: it is the accountability of the system for student learning, an accountability that ensures that the business of education is producing the desired end product. The fact of the matter is that much of the reporting required within education systems, whether it is upwards, downwards, or outwards, concerns the inputs to education – policies, legislation, regulations, the organization of education offices, the curriculum, teacher training, teaching materials, finances, the status of school facilities, etc. All of these inputs are important to the ability of an education system to function. They need to be attended to in order for students to learn. However, the success of an education system should be measured, as well, by its outputs, which are educated children. In this section of the chapter, we discuss how governments can be held accountable for student learning, beginning with their setting of standards for that learning.

Setting Learning Standards

The basis of a system for measuring student learning is a body of standards that specifies just what a student should know at the end of each stage of learning. Standards should incorporate knowledge, skills, and competencies in each subject matter of the curriculum. Generally, such standards are set by the government in discussion and negotiation with educators from universities and secondary schools. They may be judged against international databases of educational standards to ensure that a graduate in an SSA country who meets that country’s standards compares favorably with a graduate in other countries. In addition to the standards, then, ministries must put in place systems for designing, administering, scoring, and reporting on the assessments to evaluate just what students have learned.
In the countries that this study surveyed, secondary education policies rarely establish either standards or the mechanisms for evaluating pupils’ learning achievements at given levels. Rather, students take very high-stakes examinations that determine whether or not they move on to the next cycle of education – from primary to lower secondary, from lower to upper secondary, and from upper secondary to tertiary. These examinations may or may not assess the breadth of knowledge, the variety of skills, and the underlying competencies that educators believe a graduate should have; they have not been judged by such criteria. Their purpose is to give schools at the next level of education a benchmark for selecting students, not for finding out whether they have acquired the substantive knowledge that they need to succeed.

Assessments of Student Learning

Once a country has established standards for learning, it is also important to assess whether students meet those standards. There is a range of accountability models from which to choose in doing such an assessment, and the design of data gathering must meet the country’s needs for information. Options include:

- An end-of-year or end-of-cycle examination (such as those usually used in SSA) that tests every student in every content area and results in a decision of whether or not the child is promoted. This is viewed as a “high stakes” examination because passing has such a significant effect on a child’s life.
- An end-of-year or end-of-cycle examination that tests every student in every content area and results in a judgment of a school or a district. The No Child Left Behind program in the United States falls into this category. State-designed examinations are given to every child in specified content areas, and the results are used to judge the effectiveness of a school and a district. Sanctions apply to individual schools, districts, and states in which an insufficient number of students pass.
- A periodic national assessment of learning for children of a particular age or grade to provide an aggregate picture of student knowledge. The National Assessment of Educational Progress in the US is an example of such an examination. A national discussion in conferences and the press provides feedback to educators on the degree to which students are meeting national expectations. International tests such as TIMSS also fall into this category. Such examinations might also correlate other information (e.g., attendance, socio-economic status, and disability status) with level of student learning.
- An examination embedded in a larger research project, such as an assessment of student learning along with an assessment of teacher capability and behavior. This kind of project can contribute to our knowledge base on such topics as best practices in teacher training.

South Africa is unique among the SSA countries studied, in that it has grade-level standards in its Revised National Curriculum Statements and has assessed student performance at grades 3, 6, and 9 to assess the degree to which students met the standards. However, teachers and teachers’ unions reacted against this idea of evaluating schools through the measurement of student learning. They raised concerns that the study’s focus on learner performance was not a good proxy for a valid examination of the education system. The education system within this country, and presumably many others in SSA, is comfortable with evaluating students in a high stakes situation, but not yet in using the results to evaluate the performance of schools.
While few African countries have participated in major international studies and only South Africa participated in TIMSS, the utility of national assessments is well recognized by many SSA Ministers of Education. For example, 47 African countries participated in the Monitoring Learning Achievement (MLA) project. MLA I assessed grade 4 pupils in literacy, numeracy and life skills; and MLA II tested grade 8 pupils in mathematics and science. MLA included questions about student background, school characteristics, and family background (Kelleghan & Greaney, 2004, p. 32).

**Box 10. South Africa’s experience with International Assessments**

South Africa’s experience with TIMSS and TIMSS-R underlines the problems facing implementers of international assessments. Howie (1999) noted that deadlines imposed by organizers can be difficult, if not impossible, to meet in situations where there may be no mail or telephone services or funds for travel to schools. Other problems include lack of accurate population data on schools; poor management skills; insufficient attention to detail, especially in editing, coding, and data capture; lack of funding to support project workers; and difficulty in securing quality printing on time. Instructions to test administrators, for example to walk up and down the aisle, are obviously inappropriate when classrooms do not have an aisle ((Kellagan & Greaney, 1996, p. 45).

Twelve francophone countries grouped together in the PASEC\(^{19}\) and 15 Anglophone countries grouped in SACMEQ\(^{20}\) have joined to examine their national education systems and to build capacity in them to carry out cooperative education policy research. They believe such an evaluation will “promote capacity building by equipping educational planners in member countries with the technical skills needed to effectively monitor and evaluate schooling and the quality of education. In providing valid and accessible information systems as a basis for decision-making, [they also seek] to promote stakeholder involvement and greater transparency.” To date, the assessments have only been carried out for primary education (Kellaghan & Greaney, 2004, p. 36-40).

\(^{19}\)Programme d’analyse des systèmes éducatifs des Pays de la CONFEMEN des ministres de l’éducation des pays ayant le français en partage, the Education Systems Analysis group of francophone Ministers of Education: Burkina Faso, Cameroon, the Republic of Congo, Cote d’Ivoire, Djibouti, Guinea, Madagascar, Mali, Niger, the Central African Republic, Senegal, and Togo.

\(^{20}\)Southern and Eastern African Consortium for Monitoring Educational Quality. SACMEC has completed two major cross-national studies of education quality. SACMEQ I (1995-1999) was completed by seven Ministries of Education (Kenya, Malawi, Mauritius, Namibia, Tanzania (Zanzibar), Zambia, and Zimbabwe. The SACMEQ II Project (2000-2003) was completed by fourteen Ministries of Education (Botswana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi,
Designing a national assessment requires very specific skills (Kellaghan & Greaney, 1996, p. 41-42) and can have unforeseen consequences, particularly when the assessment reports results in “a way that would appear to permit international comparisons” (Kellaghan & Greaney, 1996, p. 42). The potential for uncomfortable comparisons, however, should not dissuade governments from carrying out assessments that provide data on which they could base important decisions.

In their discussion of the effects of national assessments in SSA on education policy, on teaching, on the curriculum, and on schools, Kellaghan and Greaney found that assessments were rarely used to inform policy makers about their education systems. When senior education personnel in Ethiopia, Malawi, Niger, Nigeria, South Africa and Uganda were interviewed,

> Respondents reported that while the findings of national assessments sometimes were covered in the media, in none of the six countries did they feature in parliamentary debate. In only one country were the findings used to justify the granting of additional resources to schools. In four countries, the results were shared with curriculum authorities, but in only two countries was feedback provided to teachers or schools, and in only one country was feedback provided to textbook publishers. Respondents in Ethiopia and Nigeria said that the national assessment results had not been used in the formulation of educational policy (Mulkeen, 2005, p. 36).

Assessments of student learning provide a picture of how well students are learning. The picture should be analyzed at high levels to translate performance into actions to resolve problems. These actions can touch upon every aspect of the education system, and include things such as changing a math curriculum, improving teacher training, providing more or different textbooks for a particular discipline, or lengthening the school year or hours of daily contact. The picture provided by a student assessment should also be transparent: the public should be told the state of its education system in a way that encourages its understanding and provides channels for making its voice heard. The entire process of assessing student learning and responding to the results is a far more thorough accountability mechanism than end-of-cycle high stakes examinations or an evaluation of teachers carried out by teaching inspectorates.

**Outwards Accountability**

> Schools aren’t accountable to the community...to make schools more accountable to the public, make head teachers’ job descriptions include informing the public of results. This is assumed now and needs to be specified...

> There is little consultation locally. More local accountability would improve education.  

---

21 The OECD and Statistics Canada collaborated on a study of literacy in about 1995 that initially included nine countries. The results of the study indicated that France was number eight after Poland. Before the publication went to press, the French government withdrew because of the possible repercussions for the education minister. Another country had already withdrawn from the study for similar reasons.

22 Kenya interviews.
Outwards accountability, or reporting to the public, requires that transparent, meaningful information about the education system be accessible and comprehensible to those outside of the education system. In addition, it means that a recognized mechanism exists for the public to express its opinions, otherwise known as voice.

We have already seen that most SSA governments have created participatory education structures – school management committees and PTAs – to encourage the involvement of parents and the community in education. “Invol[ving] parents and community members in school governance as per governance standards…is perhaps the most common form of accountability reform supported by donors.” This involvement of parents and community members in school governance is the most common form of accountability, and should include a clear indication of the standards that schools are to meet. For parents to hold school accountable, they must know the standards to which schools are to be held. The existence, availability and comprehensibility of information are the sine qua non of these accountability mechanisms. Information has to be provided in an appropriate format to be easily understood, and training must be provided if it is needed to ensure that the public understands the information.

Participatory structures, we have also noted, must also provide avenues for parents to voice their opinions. To recall the discussion of the relationship between PTAs and Boards of Governors (BOGs) in Kenya, we saw that there is no officially determined and recognized link between these two structures. The absence of a structure to link the two bodies means that parents have no officially sanctioned channel through which to voice their concerns to the BOG, which is a conduit to higher levels of the education ministry. Where the government does not define and establish channels of communication that ultimately make it responsive to parents, communities, or civil society in general, outwards accountability does not exist.

Outward accountability can be assured when:

**Box 11. Ensuring Outward Accountability**

- Transparent data (on student performance, financial management, school management) is accessible to the public.
- Standards against which to judge performance are defined and shared.
- Stakeholders receive the support needed to ensure that they have the capacity to analyze information.
- Defined, recognized mechanisms are established to transmit public voice to authorities that can respond.
- Authorities are responsive to public opinions.

Thus far, outwards accountability has been used as a general term for notifying the public of all educational inputs and results. One specific area of interest to the community is school finances. As we saw in the previous chapter on management, secondary school heads are fiscally responsible for monies coming from the government, the PTA and parents (through school fees). And all contributors have a stake in ensuring that their monies are spent well. In Kenya, for example, the MOEST has sought to make secondary schools more accountable by depositing funds directly into a school bank account and asking for reports on expenditures. Accounting to
the different funding groups has been successful, according to the Director for Higher and Secondary Education, Mr. David Siele, because schools have been given responsibility and authority for funds and communities know it and demand accountability, just as the government has done.

This is one sort of step towards making schools accountable for their funding. Other mechanisms are posting budgets on school walls, reporting on budget expenditures at PTA meetings, and presenting written comparisons of budgets and expenditures to High School Boards of Governors.

School grading systems or “School Report Cards” are another example of an innovative accountability practice that has been used in South Africa. Community members grade a school on a number of things, including teacher performance, children’s attendance and school achievement. The grades are posted on the school wall. When visitors come to the school, they fill out a register indicating what they have seen and would like to see during the next visit. This widens the level of accountability to the school cluster and education office personnel responsible for the school, by making public the shortcomings and the demands for improved performance.

In Parana State in Brazil, school report cards provide parents and communities with information on student achievements measured against reasonable expectations. In Chile, a national system measures student performance, and a system for teacher incentives provides school-level group incentives based partly on student performance and partly on community satisfaction. Chile provides all citizens, including politicians, with information on school performance in grades 4, 8, and 10 every third year and on municipal averages. School results are provided to parents and made available generally. Results for individual schools are compared to all schools and to schools in similar socioeconomic conditions (SIMCE, 2006). Chile has created innovative systems for teacher and school rewards based explicitly on nationally measured student performance (World Bank, 2006). In addition, it has designed a framework for quality teaching and individual teacher awards and sanctions and used it as a basis for teacher evaluations (Docente Mas, 2006).

Conclusion

Accountability mechanisms in the education system in SSA are in their infancy. Many ministries have reporting relationships (a) between schools and district or provincial offices and then (b) among ministry offices that could constitute upwards accountability, but information does not always pass expeditiously from its source to its end point. In general, the information that is asked for concerns the inputs needed for a good education: facilities, materials, teachers, etc. Few ministries have embraced the concept of downwards accountability, or the notion that they are accountable for the output of a good education: student learning. Most SSA countries do not have learning standards for the various grades and subjects against which to judge student achievement or a mechanism for assessing it. Finally, outwards accountability of the school system to parents and the community is also only beginning. Some PTAs learn details about how their monies are spent; many do not. It is a rare school or country that gives itself a thorough report card – and is fully accountable.

23 Mr. David Siele, Director of Secondary and Higher Education, Ministry of Education and Sports, Nairobi, Kenya.
To achieve accountability secondary school system will need to assure that:

**Box 12. Accountability Checklist**

- Secondary education policy clearly states educational objectives and standards and establishes a mechanism for measuring whether students meet those standards.
- National assessment systems are designed to measure student learning.
- Education systems have clearly defined reporting relationships, so that all levels of the education hierarchy know what data should be sent to what parties on what timetable.
- The roles of inspectors are clearly defined, they are provided with the resources to carry out their duties, and their findings are a significant part of evaluating teacher performance.
- There are effective upwards and downwards decision-making and information-sharing processes.
- Defined, recognized channels exist for the public to be informed about education issues, the progress of students, the policies under consideration, and the expenditure of funds.
- Parents and community members receive the support they need to ensure that they can analyze the financial and academic information.
- Channels exist to allow the public to have its voice heard and regulations and procedures are in place to ensure government responsiveness to public voice.
- Rewards and sanctions exist and are implemented for the performance of systems and individuals.
VI. The Governance and Accountability of Private Schools

There are a number of special issues that SSA countries must address in assuring that their secondary education systems meet the needs of their citizenry and support their emerging economies. This section will explore two of these – the role of private schools and the provision of ICT.

Private secondary education in SSA

This final chapter focuses on private secondary schools, which are proliferating in SSA. As we have seen in previous chapters, ministries are struggling to set and enforce policy concerning private schools with which they collaborate in a de facto private-public partnership to provide secondary education. In most countries, private schools must go through a process of registration before they can open, suggesting that the ministry of education has basic requirements for a school that it can enforce. In many countries, the ministry of education supplies teachers for private schools, which suggests it should have a role in monitoring teacher performance. If a country were to have standards of learning, the ministry would presumably be responsible for ensuring that private schools met such standards like government-funded schools. But enforcing any regulation in private schools is problematic for many SSA governments. On the one hand, ministries do not have sufficient trained staff to monitor and enforce rules in government schools, let alone in the private sector. On the other hand, the private school funders and owners are not particularly interested in government intervention in what they consider their affair. With both sides of the public-private partnership shying away from government intervention, it is not surprising that such intervention is minimal.

The current situation calls for government attention because private schools will continue to proliferate in response to market demand. All secondary schools in SSA are fee-based, whether they are private or public. However, there are not sufficient slots in public secondary schools in SSA to meet student demand. As a result, there are considerable numbers of private secondary schools. For example, of the 5,500 secondary schools in South Africa, more than 1,557 or 28 percent are independent. In Senegal, there are nearly equal numbers of private and public upper and lower secondary schools, and the number of private schools is growing rapidly. In Dakar, the country’s capital, the number of private lower secondary schools rose from 88 to 111 (26%) between 1997 and 2003, compared to the increase in public schools from 49 to 52 (6%) during the same period. Private technical schools have also proliferated in Senegal. Though they are expensive to construct, outfit and run, well-supplied technical schools can be profitable, particularly when they offer significantly better facilities than a public school.

With the proliferation of private secondary schools, it should be a part of the role of government to hold the private sector accountable to the public for the quality of its service. The government, after all, works in partnership with the private sector in many endeavors. It sets regulations for the public good and should enforce them. The central question of the chapter, then, is: what mechanisms work to allow governments to effectively manage private schools?
Regulatory Mechanisms

The creation and operation of private secondary schools are regulated by SSA governments. All the countries in this study require private schools to obtain licenses before they open. In Kenya, for example, the government has clear procedures for opening a community secondary school. Before beginning operation, the community or private school owners must petition the district education office for instructions. The government responds by sending an inspector to verify the facilities and to see whether a government or British system curriculum is going to be used. A written inspection report is sent to the ministry as part of the registration process, and a regulatory agency ensures that the paperwork is in place before issuing the license.

Box 13. Procedure for opening a private school in Kenya

- Application for registration of a school is made in a prescribed form and is submitted to the Registrar through the District/Municipal/City Education Officer.
- Application form is accompanied by the following documents:
  - Inspection report from the Public Health Officer indicating whether the institution complies with the set of health standards.
  - Inspection report from the inspector of schools of the given district where the school is located.
  - Minutes of the District Education Board (DEB) in which the application was discussed.
  - Certification of registration of business name from the Registrar General.
  - An application for the approval of the district manager.
  - Names of school managers and copies of their academic and professional certificates.
  - School size in terms of land (rules differ depending on locality).
  - Proof of ownership of the land on which the proposed school is or is to be built.
- Once the Registrar receives the application, it is presented to the Ministerial Committee on Registration of schools for evaluation in accordance with the relevant provisions.
- If the application is approved, it is forwarded to the Ministry of Education for necessary authorization.
- The Minister then issue (sic) two letters to the manager of the school approving and authorizing the operation of the school.
- The Registrar of the school will then issue a certificate to the institution after the final inspection.

24 Onsomu, E. et al., 1996.
The problems with the registration process are largely ones of manpower. The group trying to start a school may experience considerable delay in getting inspectors to visit; forms get lost as they make their way through the ministerial hierarchy; the committee that needs to review each application may not meet for several weeks; letters of authorization may take a very long time to arrive. Clear procedures notwithstanding, few governments are able to be responsive. A private school may open in anticipation of being registered, and government monitoring is sufficiently slack that no one may stop its operation.

Assuming that parents have any options when choosing a private secondary school, the following accountability mechanisms could both ensure that regulations are met and give parents data as a basis for make their choice:

- If a government imposes financial and other sanctions when there is evidence that a private school does not meet regulations.
- When information is readily available to the public about the licensing process for private schools, their funding, and the veracity of their claims in general.
  - In Kenya, the rankings of the country’s top 100 schools, judged on the basis of end-of-cycle examinations, are published in the newspaper. Not only are school results advertised nationally, but parents are also informed about their children’s results which they can compare with national rankings.
  - The Association for the Development of Education in Africa has created an education journalism award, precisely to promote greater public information and interest in education. Encouraging education journalism would be a useful step to increasing accountability in private schools, if sufficient comparative information (on success rates on examinations, on fees, on facilities) can be obtained. Articles praising schools that do a good job could be powerful incentives for other schools to open their doors to the press.
- Creating and enforcing policies that assure that private schools have stakeholder based governance structures similar to for private schools could increase accountability.
  - In Kenya, management boards oversee private secondary schools and provide information to the government.
  - In Argentina the Confederation of Private Education Institutions (La Confederación Argentina de Instituciones Educativas Privadas Website, 2006).
  - The Independent Schools Association of Southern Africa (ISASA) offer accreditation which involves having member schools meet management and educational criteria and subscribe to a code of ethics.

To assure productive public-private partnerships in secondary education and to improve governance, management and accountability of private secondary schools, SSA countries should:
Box 14. Assuring Governance and Accountability in Private Secondary Schools

- Establish legislation for private schools that defines requirements for licensing and standards for a quality education.
- Assure that government support personnel are available to monitor private schools and ensure they are meeting the required standards.
- Require that information which allows parents and teachers to make informed judgments about private school performance are readily available.
- Create governance bodies and participatory structures (e.g., boards of governors or parent-teacher associations) for private secondary schools like those in public schools.

VII. Special Issue: Addressing ICT and Technical Training

“Because of the importance of ICT in the global economy and because of the spread of computer applications as a tool for communicating, the question in Africa education is not whether computing skills need to be taught, but how soon it will be affordable and practicable to teach such skills in secondary schools and in what way ICT skills should be introduced. … Botswana may be the only country in Sub-Saharan Africa that has embarked upon system-wide implementation of computer education in public secondary schools. … African countries can learn by staying informed about the Botswana experience (e.g., how to cope with cost, maintenance, and staffing constraints)” (Lauglo, 2004, p. 35).

The use of ICT in secondary schools can be considered an index both of the modernization of secondary education in general and vocational education in particular, and also an index of the degree of adaptation to the global economy. A recent study of the use of ICT in 36 schools in Benin, Cameroon, Ghana, Mali and Senegal, the largest study ever conducted on ICT and education in West and Central Africa, involved over 66,000 students and 3,000 primary and secondary school teachers, school heads, and parents. The process of introducing ICT and the current status of ICT varies by country. In Cameroon, a presidential initiative to introduce ICT into all secondary schools has not yet led to a clear policy. In Benin, entrepreneurial initiatives to use ICT to train drop-outs and government initiatives both rely on outside contractors. In Ghana, parents contribute to many ICT initiatives. In Mali, computers were installed in schools without any human resources training to accompany them.

“For the sake of scientific and technological development, I would argue for a rethinking of secondary technical education that is responsive to the technological development of Ghana. … The rapid development of Ghana, and Africa, in the twenty-first century would depend more on an increasing provision and support of secondary technical education of a higher quality that is geared to a technologically-oriented, world-informed and dynamic” (Quist, 2003, p. 206).

In Senegal, a national ICT policy is in its initial phases. The education ministries use ICT for communication and data storage, but there has not been sufficient coordination across units. In October 2000 the MoE began a study to produce an ICT planning tool and to improve the

25 ERNWACA and the University of Montreal, draft transnational study of ICT in African education.
coordination across various education sectors in the Ministry for Technical and Vocational Training, the Ministry for the Elimination of Illiteracy and the Promotion of National Languages, and the Ministry for the Family and Early Childhood. However, study results have yet to be fully implemented. The Ten-Year Education and Training Policy Document considers that ICT is necessary for improving the quality of education and for modernizing the education system, but the implementation of this has required outside funding. The World Links project was introduced in 1997 and funded by the World Bank as a means of increasing access to online lessons for secondary students and teachers. Many urban high schools and a few middle schools have been outfitted with computer equipment and many teachers have been trained. That is, 500 computers have been delivered, and 500 teachers and approximately 20,000 pupils have received training in data processing and teaching applications. While regional efforts have been made to outfit secondary schools with ICT equipment, in the main, there has been no centrally funded effort to oversee the implementation of the policy goals.

The use of ICT in secondary schools is costly, requires a number of conditions that are not easily satisfied in SSA countries (e.g., stable supply of electricity, training for teachers, and ongoing maintenance of machines). What is necessary for the effective use of ICT, and what is required to make this possible at what levels of education are problems that SSA educational system are not likely to solve with significant levels of private-public partnerships.
VIII. Recommendations

This matrix of the central governance, management, and accountability issues facing secondary schools in SSA is designed to serve as a roadmap to those addressing the overarching issues who must be mindful of the consequences for governance, management and accountability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NATIONAL LEVEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISSUES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure of the Secondary Education System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example: International trends indicate a rising demand for skills and competences. PISA evaluates applied learning among 15 year-olds of math, science, and language learning.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NATIONAL LEVEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISSUES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles and Responsibilities of Ministries of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Steering Mechanisms for Secondary School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head Teacher School Leadership</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## NATIONAL LEVEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUES</th>
<th>GOVERNANCE RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
<th>MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
<th>ACCOUNTABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Management and Use of Information</td>
<td>Education data management systems must be in place and have the resources to ensure the collection of timely and accurate education data at all levels of the education system. <strong>Example:</strong> Zambia’s Basic Education Sub-Sector Programme 1999-2006 included an EMIS project to improve the capabilities of the Ministry of Education to collect, organize, process, store, share, and disseminate education information as a basis education planning and management at all levels. All levels of the education ministry and schools need to gather, analyze, and transmit education data regularly.</td>
<td>Clear processes and procedures for timely, accurate data management must be established system-wide, and clear lines of communication established between secondary education divisions and SAGAs. Education staff at all levels of the education system must be competent in the dimension of data management for which they are responsible.</td>
<td>Reliable, transparent data must be available to a wide range of decision-making. Decision-makers have skills and capacities to effectively use data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upward Accountability within the Education System</td>
<td>Governments should establish national educational norms and standards, and assessments of student learning to determine compliance. The necessary structures and mechanisms must be created to carry them out.</td>
<td>Ministries of Education must establish system-wide processes and procedures to design, administer, and analyze assessments and their results.</td>
<td>Ministries of Education must report regularly on education results to the government and be held accountable for them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downward Accountability to Students</td>
<td>National assessments should be established to inform governments about the quality of their education systems.</td>
<td>Staff at every level must be trained to implement assessments.</td>
<td>Education results must be made available to students on a regular basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outward Accountability to Parents</td>
<td>Ministries of Education should have clear</td>
<td>All levels of the education system must</td>
<td>Reliable, transparent education data,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSUES</td>
<td>GOVERNANCE RECOMMENDATIONS</td>
<td>MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS</td>
<td>ACCOUNTABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Community</td>
<td>frameworks for reporting education data internally and to the public. Clearly designated channels must be established for public voice. Clear channels and timetables must be established for government response.</td>
<td>be informed of and trained to report regularly on education data, and to comply with ad hoc demands for data.</td>
<td>including financial data, must be made accessible to the public. The public must have clearly designated channels for voicing its concerns to parties able to respond to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Secondary Schools</td>
<td>The creation and operation of private secondary schools requires clear regulatory frameworks to ensure accountability. SSA governments can establish legislation linking financial support to private schools to their accountability.</td>
<td>Private secondary school providers must manage secondary schools in accordance with government regulations.</td>
<td>To be accountable for the quality of the education they provide, private schools should be encouraged to participate in national student assessments and publish the results of national examinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>SSA governments need to examine the legislation and regulatory framework around ICT.</td>
<td>Every SSA government must develop a plan for managing the integration of ICT into education for management and learning.</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## DECENTRALIZED EDUCATION OFFICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUES</th>
<th>GOVERNANCE RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
<th>ACCOUNTABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure of the Secondary Education System</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices need a regulatory framework defining authority, roles and responsibilities for providing and managing all levels and types of regional secondary schools. Clear communication protocols must be defined with the central ministry, with SAGAs, with other sub-sector offices, and with schools.</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must clearly delineated responsibilities and clear protocols for reporting and decision making.</td>
<td>System for regular communication, reporting and assessment of all aspects of regional secondary schools should be established and maintained.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## DECENTRALIZED EDUCATION OFFICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUES</th>
<th>GOVERNANCE RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
<th>ACCOUNTABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head Teacher - School Leadership</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must have the authority to provide school heads with necessary resources to carry out their responsibilities (education data, teachers, teacher support, training, etc.)</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must have established protocols for managing all resources, including data, teacher support, training, or funding. Effective processes and procedures must be in place for linking school heads with central ministry divisions or SAGAs, if needed.</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must be accountable to head teachers and schools for the services they provide. An accountability mechanism akin to the school report card could be created as a ‘decentralized office’ report card.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information management and use</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must have the resources and competent staff to manage data effectively. All dimensions of data collection (reporting mechanisms and calendars, aggregation, cleaning, analysis, transmission) must be specified and resources allocated for them to be carried out.</td>
<td>Clear processes and procedures should be in place regarding all pertinent aspects of data management. Staff should be selected on the basis of competence and trained on data management.</td>
<td>Transparent, reliable education data must be transmitted to ministries, schools and the public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upward Accountability Within the Education System</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must have data collection and reporting protocols on all dimensions of secondary education. Mechanisms must be established and the necessary resources allocated to ensure the transmission of timely, relevant data.</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must have procedures for managing education data, and competent trained staff who can report to education ministries regularly.</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must provide high-quality data regularly to ministries and schools.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## DECENTRALIZED EDUCATION OFFICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUES</th>
<th>GOVERNANCE RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
<th>ACCOUNTABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downward Accountability to Students</td>
<td>Decentralized offices need a regulatory framework and the authority to ensure high quality regional education services. Channels must be created for students to voice their demands. Channels must be created to ensure responsiveness to student voice.</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must have clear processes and capacity to provide quality secondary education services and data, as needed, for students.</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must ensure high quality secondary education for students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outward Accountability to Parents and Community</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must have the authority and resources to ensure high quality regional secondary education.</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must provide high-quality education for the community, and provide transparent, reliable education data to schools, communities and parents</td>
<td>Decentralized education offices must report to the public regularly on regional secondary provision and quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Schools</td>
<td>Decentralized offices should have the authority and resources to oversee and monitor the creation and operation of all private regional schools. <strong>Example:</strong> Procedures for opening a private school are easily available in municipal offices in Kenya.</td>
<td>Decentralized offices must have the resources and protocols to implement the regulations for creating and operating private schools.</td>
<td>Decentralized offices and private schools should provide the public with data on the quality of education provided in private schools. Regional media awareness raising campaigns organized by decentralized education offices could improve the public’s grasp of quality and cost issues in private secondary schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSUES</td>
<td>GOVERNANCE RECOMMENDATION</td>
<td>MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS</td>
<td>ACCOUNTABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td></td>
<td>Decentralized education offices should have the capacity to advise schools on the use of ICT as a management or learning tool in regional secondary schools</td>
<td>Data on comparative costs and benefits of ICT hardware or software should be made public and accessible as a basis for any decision-making.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Secondary School Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Governance Recommendations</th>
<th>Management Recommendations</th>
<th>Accountability Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure of the Secondary Education System</td>
<td>The structure of secondary schools must be aligned with education objectives. The secondary education system – the provision of education and administrative services -- requires a regulatory framework appropriate to national objectives, needs, and means.</td>
<td>Each secondary school must manage teachers, budgets, and reporting to local steering bodies effectively and have clear processes and procedures for linking them with education offices to do so.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Policy</td>
<td>Legislation regarding the establishment and operation of school need to be clearly delineated in legislation.</td>
<td>Secondary schools must be managed in compliance with education policy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles and Responsibilities of Education Ministry</td>
<td>Ministries need clear guidelines and procedures of effectively decentralizing the education system.</td>
<td>School managers must be informed of their obligations to the education ministry.</td>
<td>Secondary schools must report regularly to all education offices and provide timely, reliable data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Steering Mechanisms for Secondary School</td>
<td>The legislation and regulation of school governance bodies must clearly designate authority and define roles and responsibilities to avoid overlaps or gaps and conflicts..</td>
<td>Secondary schools governance boards members (PTAs, SMCs, BOGs) must be selected on the basis of competence, informed of and trained to carry out their responsibilities.</td>
<td>There should be mandated channels for assuring public voice and timetables for government response to stakeholder concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSUES</td>
<td>GOVERNANCE RECOMMENDATIONS</td>
<td>MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS</td>
<td>ACCOUNTABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Head Teacher – School Leadership   | Leadership training should be integrated into teacher training in a timely manner, given heightened expectations of school leadership.  
Example: In South Africa, leadership training for secondary school heads has been designed in recognition of the need to improve education quality. Whole School Evaluations have been promoted to improve educational quality from the school level. | School leaders should be selected on the basis of proven competence. School leaders must have clear roles, responsibilities, and lines of reporting to all school governance bodies and education offices. All entrepreneurial activities need to be | The performance of school leaders should be monitored by the governance bodies and the community. School leaders should regularly report to their constituencies. |
| Information Management and Use     | The regulation of data management and reporting must be clearly disseminated in all secondary schools.                  | Secondary school managers must have the competence and protocols for managing education data. | Secondary schools must manage information data in compliance with regulations, and report to the ministry and to the public on their compliance. |
| Upward Accountability Within the Education System | Reporting responsibilities for school leaders must be clearly regulated and the resources allocated to ensure that all responsibilities can be met in a timely fashion. | Secondary schools must manage the collection and transmission of education and financial data effectively and in a timely manner. | Secondary schools must provide timely, accurate education data to the education offices to which it reports. |
## SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUES</th>
<th>GOVERNANCE RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
<th>MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
<th>ACCOUNTABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downward Accountability to Students</td>
<td>The decentralization of teacher management shows promise for addressing teacher deployment and support issues.</td>
<td>School managers should be responsible of the quality of teaching and learning in their schools.</td>
<td>Secondary schools must make relevant education data accessible to students in a timely manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outward accountability to parents and the community</td>
<td>Regulations regarding responsibilities of school heads should include accountability to the public.</td>
<td>School heads must report regularly to PTAs and to individual parents on school operations.</td>
<td>Secondary school heads must make education data and results accessible to parents and to the community in clearly designated ways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Schools</td>
<td>The creation and operation of all types and levels of private secondary schools must be regulated and resources allocated to ensure that regulations are accessible and complied with. <strong>Example:</strong> Procedures for opening a private school are easily available in municipal offices in Kenya.</td>
<td>Private secondary school funders and managers must comply with regulations and be accountable for the services they provide.</td>
<td>Linking support with accountability measures can encourage school compliance. In South Africa, funding mechanisms are accompanied by a series of norms that provide accountability incentives for school directors. Public posting of school results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Evaluations of the cost-benefits of the use of ICT for education should precede legislation. Private-public partnerships to provide ICT should be facilitated.</td>
<td>Entrepreneurial schools should be encouraged to fund well-defined ICT projects.</td>
<td>Secondary schools must report on the costs and use of ICT to funders and to the public and assess the cost-benefit relationship.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Annex 1
Terms of Reference

1. How are roles and responsibilities distributed between the national ministries of education at regional, district, and school levels regarding both junior and senior education? How are accountability relationships established between the levels?

2. At public junior and senior secondary education levels, how are the different governing tools (legal, financial, establishing goals monitoring, pre- and in-service training, used, and are they used in alignment?

3. Is the current division of roles and responsibilities between the national level and the lower levels of management, including the public and private junior and senior secondary schools, conducive to efficient use of resources and the quality and relevance of teaching and learning? By agreement, this TOR has not been addressed.

4. How can public junior and senior secondary schools be made more accountable and to whom, for the quality of their organization and delivery of quality education to all students?

5. How can parents, local community, local industry and the students themselves be brought into such an accountability process?

6. What is the governance structure for private schools? What is the legal framework regulating their operation?

7. How can private junior and senior secondary schools be made more accountable, and to whom, for the quality of their organization and delivery of quality education to students?

8. How can assessment and evaluations methods be applied constructively for monitoring and improving quality in this context? What is the role of an inspectorate, (if any)?

9. How are teachers managed regarding utilization, deployment, monitoring and evaluation of their work, and what incentives/sanctions are applied in the management of teachers?
Annex 2
Years of Compulsory, Primary, Lower and Upper Secondary Education
Source: General Education Statistics 2005; World Education Report 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Compulsory</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>Total Secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Verde</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAF</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote d’Ivoire</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. Guinea</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea Bissau</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4*</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6 (9)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sao Tome/Principe</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annex 3
Decentralization Matrix\textsuperscript{26}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education/General</th>
<th>Administrative</th>
<th>Fiscal</th>
<th>Political</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deconcentration to Regional</td>
<td>Move managerial decisions and managerial accountability to regional offices of</td>
<td>Give regional managers greater authority to allocate and reallocate</td>
<td>Create regional, elected bodies to advise regional managers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Offices and Regional</td>
<td>central government and MOE.</td>
<td>budgets.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOE Offices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devolution to regional or local</td>
<td>Education sector managers are appointed by elected officials at local or</td>
<td>Give sub-national governments power to allocate education spending and,</td>
<td>Elected regional or local officials of general purpose governments are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>governments</td>
<td>regional level.</td>
<td>in some cases, to determine spending levels (i.e., through raising</td>
<td>ultimately accountable both to voters and to sources of finance for the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>revenues).</td>
<td>delivery of schooling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegation to schools and/or school</td>
<td>School principals and/or school councils empowered to make personnel,</td>
<td>School principals and/or school councils receive government funding</td>
<td>School councils are elected or appointed, sometimes with power to name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>council</td>
<td>curriculum, and some spending decisions.</td>
<td>and can allocate spending and raise revenues locally.</td>
<td>school principals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit delegation to community</td>
<td>School principals and/or community school councils make all decisions.</td>
<td>Self-financing with some government subsidies, especially in remote</td>
<td>School councils are often popularly elected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schools</td>
<td></td>
<td>areas where public schools are not present.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{26} Gershberg and Winkler, August 2003.